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C

H AP T E R

I

INTROD OCT ION
The aim of this paper is to give a general picture of the
history, purpose, organization, and operation of credit unions
in general and to give some information on the teacher credit
unions in Illinois.

Most of the general information on credit

unions was obtained from library research and from materials
obtained from the Credit Union National Association, Bureau of
Federal Credit thions, National Education Association, Illinois
Credit Union League, and Orville E. Hodge, Auditor of Public
Accounts, State of Illinois.

In order to secure the necessary

information on teacher credit unions in Illinois, a questionnaire was prepared and sent to the 31 teacher credit unions in
Illinois for which addresses were found.

The answers on the

returned que.stionnaires were then summarized. and tabulated.
The information in this paper could be used as source
material for teaching units on credit unions in classes in
general business and in economics, since textbook descriptions
of credit unions are usually very vague and often limited to
a short paragraph on the subject.

It might also prove of some

assistance to new credit union members and officers and to any
persons interested in joining an existing cr~dit union or in
.forming a new credit union.

2

The subject of credit unions was chosen because of the
writer's personal interest in credit unions, an interest which
was aroused through his membership in the Charleston Community
Schools Credit Union.

During the past year the idea of forming

a credit union for the Eastern Division of the Illinois Education
Association has been discussed, thus making a study of credit
unions and especially teacher credit unions in Illinois even more
pertinent.

3

CHAP T E R I I
DEFINITION AND PURPOSE OF A CREDIT UNION
A credit union is an organization made up of a group of
people who deposit money into a general fund so that any of
the members of the group may borrow money at a reasonable rate
of interest.

The credit union movement was started because of

the very high interest rates charged by money lenders during
and preceding the nineteenth century.

The movement continues

to flourish because credit unions are still able to lend money
at lower rates of interest than most small loan agencies.
The credit union is founded to help its members and not
necessarily to make a profit from lending money to them.

By

making loans to their members credit unions are able to help
their members to meet their financial needs in times of stress.
The credit union is probably closer to its borrowers in an
emotional sense than is any other money lending agency.
Another purpose of the credit union is to promote thrift
among its members.

Through an educational campaign credit

union members are encouraged to save money by depositing it at
regular intervals in their credit union.

Not only is it the

purpose of the credit union to encourage its members to make
deposits, but it is also to help its members use their money
more wisely by making cash purchases rather than installment
purchases.

4

CHAPTER

I

I

I

A HISTORY OF THE CREDIT UNION
The need for credit unions was brought about by the very
high interest rates often charged by money lenders over the
centuries.

Probably the first step toward the fotr1dation of

the credit union as we know it today came in 1462 at Perugia,
Italy when the first "montes pietatis" was started by two
Franciscan Priests, Barnabo da Lerni and Fortunato Coppoli, to
lend money to the poor without interest or at a very low rate
of interest.

The ttmontes" later spread over most of Europe,

but were most popular in Italy where they numbered 556 in 1896.
They lent money at an annual interest rate which was usually
not in excess of 12 percent, and required personal property as
security.

The

11

montes pietatis" used the interest they earned

to pay operating expenses and enlarge their loan funds.l
In 1848, the first true credit union was formed by Francois
Haeck, a Belgian, who organized the Union du Credit de Bruxelles.2
About the same time, two men were starting to build up agencies
of the credit union type in Germany, Herman Schulze-Delitzsch
in the cities and Frederick Raiffeisen in the rural areas.

1. Benigni, Umberto, "Montes Pietatis," Catholic Encyclopedia, X,
p. 535.
2. O'Hara, Frank, Credit Unions,

p.a.
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Before his death in 1883 Raiffeisen formed 425 "Raiffeisen
Societies."3

A number of cooperative credit societies bearing

Raiffeisen•s name still exist today in Europe.
Luigi Luzzatti, an Italian, heard of the German credit
societies and went to Germany to study them, spurred on by the
fact that loan sharks in Italy at the time are said to have been
charging as much as 1000 percent interest.

Upon his return to

Italy Luzzatti set up a credit union in Milan.

With $140 capital

and a desk on the sidewalk, he started what is today the People's
Bank of Milan, one of the strongest financial institutions in
Italy.

By 1913 there were 2,094 of this type of credit society

in Italy.4
The first credi~ union to be formed in North America was
started in 1900 by Alphonse Desjardins, a Canadian journalist.
This organization was patterned after the Italian people's
banks.

The "Caisse Populaire de Levis, Quebec" was successful

from the beginning, and similar banks soon sprang up all over
the province of Quebec.5

In 1909, Desjardins formed the first

credit union in the Ulited States in the St. Marie Parish of
Manchester, New Hampshire.

In the same year, Massachusetts

became the first state to pass a law recognizing and defining
the field and scope of credit union operations in that state.

3. Doig, Thomas w., 11 The Credit Union's Proper Place in History,"
Credit Union Bridse, January, 1947, p. 3.
4. ~ . , P• 4.
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At that time the man who was to become the driving force of the
credit union movement in the United States, Edward A. Filene,
stepped into the picture.6
Filene was a millionaire merchant from Boston who became
impressed by the economic soundness and moral integrity of
credit unions while he was traveling in India.

At the time,

the British were pushing the establishment of credit unions
there to help the poor.

Filene helped promote passage of the

credit union law by the Massachusetts legislature.

He spent

over a million dollars of his own money and much of the rest
of his life helping to spread the growth of the credit union
movement.

He said that he was selfish, but realized the fact

that he couldn't take his money with him.

He believed that

American finance should be made more democratic and that the
credit union movement was the answer to the question.

He also

felt that something needed to be done about "the poor getting
poorer."7
In 1921, the Credit Union National Extension Bureau was set

up by Filene to do the following::
"get credit union laws enacted;
organize credit unions;
work for the establishment o.f state leagues of credit
unions
set up a permanent national association of credit unions."8
The four goals had been reached in 1934 when the Credit Union
National Association was founded.

When Filene started his

7. Filene, Edward A., Spe~kin..s..2! Change, P• xviii.

a.

CUNA, What are Credit Unions an~ How .2!E_

!.! J!!!. lh!!,?,

p. 20.
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bureau, 199 credit unions had been organized in the United
States, and by 1934 there were well ove~ 3,000 of tbem.9

The

credit union movement in the United States bas continued to
grow until today there are almost 13,000 credit unions which
operate in this country.lo
The law allowing the chartering of credit unions in the
state of Illinois was put in effect July 1, 1925.

According to

the Credit Union National Association, Illinois now has 1189
credit unions.

During 1952, 130 new credit unions were organ-

ized in Illinois.11

Credit unions may receive a state.charter

in all states except five--Delaware, New Mexico, Nevada, South
Dakota and Wyoming.

Credit unions may operate in any state under

a federal charter issued under the Federal Credit Union Act of
1934. 1 2
The Credit Union National Association now is comprised of
55 state and provincial credit union leagues and two associate
member leagues, Jamaica and British Guiana.

It performs the

former functions of the Credit Union National Extension Bureau
plus other functions.

It now sponsors a promotional and edu-

cational program which makes use of radio and magazine advertising.
It also owns its own insurance company, Credit Union National

9. Credit Union National Association, !b.!l
!.nf ~ ~ !!, ~ Ill!.!'2, P• 20.

~r~

Credit t.hions

10. Tenney, w. B., 11 1733 Credit Unions Organized for the Year,"
Credit Union ~Fidge, April, 1953, p. 3.

12. McDermott, William F., "Three Million Amateur Bankers,"
Reader's Digest., May, 1942, p. 113.

8

Association Mutual Insurance Society, and its own supply cooperative Credit Union National Association Supply Cooperative.
The Credit Union National Association Mutual Insurance Company
had over a billion dollars of insurance coverage in force for
the year 1952 and now ranks 44th among the 484 top life insurance
companies in North America.

The Credit Union National Associa-

tion Supply Cooperative furnishes bookkeeping supplies and other
types of printed material to member credit unions and others.
In 1952 it did roughly $420 1 000 worth of business.13

13. Tenney,

w.

B., b2.£.• cit.
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CHAPTER

IV

HOW CREDIT UNIONS ARE ORGANIZED
Having defined a credit union and discussed its history,
we shall now examine the organization of one.

It is necessary

to have a group of at least 50 persons willing to join the proposed credit union, and state and federal credit union laws
require that the group have some common bond of association,
which may be occupation, church, community, or fraternal group.
The reasons for these requirements are that a credit union needs
at least 50 members to operate efficiently, and as in all cooperative endeavors--a sense of belonging and of unity are necessary to the success of the credit union.

A person is not likely

to deal unfairly with an organization made up of his friends
and associates.

At least seven members of the group must sign

the application for a credit union charter and submit it along
with a copy of the proposed by-laws of the credit union to the
officer empowered to issue credit union charters.

In Illinois,

the Secretary of State issues credit union charters, while all
Federal Credit 'thion Charters are issued by the Director of
Federal Credit Unions.14(See appendix for forms)

14. Hill, Frederick s., Ma.B.:H~.!. for. Credit Un ions E.!_ .lh!!. State
.2.f. Illinois, P• 2.

10
If the application for a charter is approved, a charter is
issued, and an organizational meeting of the credit union held.
At the organizational meeting and at all other shareholder meetings each shareholder has one vote for each of his shares.

The

usual value of a share of credit union stock is $5, but it may
be $10.

The purpose of the organizational meeting is to elect

the members of the board of directors, supervisory committee,
and credit committee.

After this election has taken place, the

board of directors meets and elects a president, a vice-president,
a treasurer, and a clerk or secretary.

11

CHAPTER

V

HOW THE CREDIT UNION OPERATES
The state and federal laws governing the organization and
operation of credit unions clearly set forth both the duties of
credit union officers and the general operating procedure which
the credit union will use.

In the credit union,just as in any

other organization, each of the administrative officers must
do his job well if the credit union is to function properly and
adequately.
The board of directors is charged with the general management of the credit union and, according to the by-laws, must
meet at least once a month to hear the reports of the credit
and supervisory committees and those of the secretary and the
treasurer.

It also approves or disapproves new applications

for membership in the credit union and determines the interest
rates to be charged and the maximum amount that may be loaned.
It recommends the declaration of dividends, fixes the amo1r1t of
the treasurer's bond, names the depository for credit union
funds, supervises investments other than loans to members, and
authorizes the borrowing of money by the credit union.15

15. Federal Credit Union B1~ws, Article V, pp. 3-5. (See
appendix)
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A credit union member who wants to borrow money from his
credit union usually goes to the credit union treasurer who
asks him to fill out a loan application, which is sent to the
Credit Committee for approval.

If the loan application is

approved, the treasurer is then authorized to make the ·loan.
The amount and frequency of payments are worked out and the
borrower repays the loan on an installment basis.
union treasurer is its general manager.
deposits, and collects payments on loans.

The credit

He makes loans, receives
He must sign all of

the checks, drafts, and notes drawn by the credit union, keep
the credit union books of account, and make such reports to the
official in charge of the supervision of state or federal credit
unions as are necessary.

He is usually bonded for an amount

large enough to cover the amotnt of the money which he handles.16
The supervisory committee,composed of three members named
by the board of directors, is basically an auditing committee
which acts in a supervisory capacity over the general credit
union operation.

The supervisory committee audits the credit

union books quarterly and performs an annual audit at the end
of the year.

The report of the annual audit and the quarterly

audits must be given to the board of directors and must be read
at the annual meeting of the shareholders of the credit union.

The secretary of the credit union keeps minutes of all of
the meetings of the shareholders and the board of directors,
notifies members of meetings, and performs the duties of the

16. Hill, Fredericks., .2l2•

.£.!.!•, p. 42.
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treasurer in case the treasurer is disabled, away on vacation,
or absent for any other reason.

The office of secretary, to

which no salary is attached, and the office of treasurer may be
held by the same person.17
The credit union president presides at all meetings of the
shareholders and the board of directors of the credit union.
His signature, along with that of the treasurer, must be on all
checks, drafts, and notes executed by the credit union.

In his

absence his duties are performed by the vice-president.18
A

successful credit union must have officers, directors

and committeemen who are willing to give freely of their time
and energy to credit union work without monetary reimbursement.
The satisfaction of being part of a successful credit union is
about all the repayment most credit union officials get for their
efforts.

17.

1.!?.!.2.•, PP•

18 •

.L.2.£.. .£.!!..

42-43.
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A

P T E R

V I

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES
At this time it seems appropriate to examine some of the
advantages and disadvantages of credit union membership.

The

advantages and disadvantages of the credit union to the credit
union member both as a borrower and as a depositor will be discussed in this chapter.
Credit unions most nearly fit into the classification of
small loan agencies (agencies whose loans average $300 or less).
In 1951, $297 was the amount of the average credit union loan.19
The maximum interest rate that a credit union can make on loans
isl percent per month on the unpaid balance due.

Some credit

unions charge even lower rates of interest than that.

Under

the small loan laws of most states, 3 percent per month on the
unpaid part of the principal is a common interest charge for
loans of $100 or less.

The credit union member may easily save

200 percent on interest payments by borrowing from his credit
union rather than from some commercial small loan agencies.

If

a borrower pays back a $100 loan in twelve monthly installments,
it will cost him $6.50 at the legal maximum interest rate for

19. Federal Security Agency, Federal Credit Unions Report of
Operat!_o.n.~. for ~ ~ 195f;p. 1.
-
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the credit unions.

A $100 loan from a commercial small loan

agency could cost the borrower $19.50.

The same loan might be

obtainable from a bank at 6 percent interest annually on the
unpaid balance to be paid in 12 monthly installments at a cost
of $3.25.

When the annual rate of 6 percent is divided by 12

to determine the monthly interest rate, it is found to be .5
percent.

The percentages that the interest payments are of

the principal in each of the preceding cases follow:

credit

union loan 6.5 ·percent; small loan agency 19.5 percent; and
bank loan 3.25 percent.

While the credit union rate is lower

than most small loan agencies would charge, it is possible that
the borrower might be able to get the loan at the most reasonable rate from the bank.
There are several reasons that a credit union can charge
a much lower interest rate than most commercial small loan
agencies.

Credit union operating expenses are kept very low

because much of the work of operating the credit union is done
by

volunteers who work without pay.

Under the credit union

laws, the only officer entitled to a salary is the credit union
treasurer, and in many credit unions which are in the earlier
stages of development not even the treasurer receives a salary.
Often the credit union pays no rent for its office space because
that space is donated by the state, local, or national government,
or by industrial plants where credit unions are in operation.
Another big advantage that the credit union has over the commercial lending agency is that its earnings are at present free
from all federal taxation and from most state and local taxes.

16

However, two bills, H. R. 1559 and H. R. 1988, have been introduced in the present Congress to repeal the credit unions exemptions from federal taxation.
Since a credit union operates to benefit all of its members,
it does not attempt to make a big profit for its depositors at
the expense of its borrowers.

Profit is not the motive behind

the formation of credit unions, and credit union members do not
expect to receive exceptionally large returns on their investments.

They invest their money in their credit unions to help

one another rather than for personal gain alone.

The credit

union holds more question marks for the person who deposits
the money that is lent than for the person who is borrowing.
Credit unions usually pay dividends amounting to 3 or 4 percent
per year.

This is not a high return on investment although it

is probably higher than the average interest paid on postal
savings and bank savings accounts.

It is about the same interest

rate which is paid on government savings bonds.

Credit unions

do not have the impressive stability of banks and building and
loan associations which have deposits insured to $10,000 per
depositor by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.

However,

relatively few credit unions were forced into liquidation during
the depression of the 1930 1 s.

Credit union losses from bad loans

are very small, averaging about fourteen hundreths of one percent
of loans made since organization by all federal credit unions.20
Many credit unions protect their borrowers and themselves
by taking out loan insurance against the death or total disability

20. Credit Union National Association, .212.• ci\., p.7.
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of the borrower.

The credit union takes out blanket coverage

on all of its loans from the Credit Union National Association
Mutual Insurance Company.

If a person who owes money to the

credit union dies or becomes totally disabled, the insurance
company pays the credit union the balance due on the loan.

The

cost of this insurance to the credit union is 75 cents per one
thousand dollars of coverage per month.

A borrower usually has

to pay extra for this type of protection when he borrows money
from a commercial small loan agency.
An advantage that credit unions offer depositors is life

savings insurance.

A credit union member gets free life insur-

ance equalling the total of his deposits in the credit union up
to $1,000.

ffllen a member dies, his deposits are matched by his

life savings insurance.

The cost of this type of insurance to

the credit union is about 60 cents per month per one thousand
dollars of coverage.

Again Credit Union National Association

Mutual Insurance Company insures the individual credit union
members at the expense of the credit union.
Credit unions also offer other services besides lending
money and accepting deposits.

Some offer buying services

through which members can buy merchandise at wholesale.

Other

extra services include legal advice, income tax service, notary
service, group life insurance, and reduced rates on automobile
insurance.
For most people, credit unions are probably a good thing.
To decide whether or not a credit union deposit or loan is best
for him, the individual need use only a pencil and paper, some
basic mathematics, common sense, and perhaps his conscience.

18

CHAPTER

VI I

ILLINOIS TEACHER CREDIT UN IONS
This chapter is devoted to information pertaining to the
teacher credit unions of Illinois.

First, general information

on teacher credit unions in Illinois is discussed and, second,
the results of a study made on the educational type credit unions
in Illinois are described and summarized.
According tow. B. Tenney, Assistant Director of Organization and Education of the Credit Union National Association,
there are a total of 892 teacher credit unions in the Ulited
States.

Of this total, Illinois has 45 teacher credit unions.

This ranks Illinois second along with New York among the states
in total number of teacher credit unions.

Pennsylvania ranks

first with a total of 57 teacher credit unions.
Two of every three teacher credit unions are operating
under state charters.21

In Illinois the approximate ratio is

the same as the ratio for the country as a whole.

There are

30 teacher credit unions in Illinois with state charters.

This

number subtracted from the state total would leave a total of
15 teacher credit unions in Illinois operating under a federal
charter.

21. Federal Security Agency, .2.E.• .£..!.l•• p. 19.
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Probably the chief reasons for the predominance of state
chartered credit unions over federally chartered ones in Illinois
are economic.

A federal credit union must pay an organization

fee of $25. while a state chartered credit union in Illinois has
no such fee to pay.

The cost of the annual audit of the credit

union books made by the Bureau of Federal Credit Unions must be
paid by the individual federal credit union.

The auditing costs

to the state chartered credit union in Illinois are much lower
than to the federal credit unions.
In order to find as much information as possible on the
teacher credit unions a questionnaire was prepared and sent out.
The purpose of the questionnaire questions was to help get an
over-all picture of the scope of teacher credit union operation
in Illinois.

The questionnaires were sent to credit union

treasurers because, as previously mentioned, they are the general
managers of the credit unions.

Of the 31 questionnaires sent

out, 18 returns were received.

This was a return of just over

58 percent of the questionnaires sent out.

A tabulation and

summary of the results of the survey follow:
1. Date £1_ Charter:

The oldest teacher credit union to

answer the questionnaire was chartered in 1931.

Two were chart-

ered in 1934, and four were chartered in both 1937 and 1949.
One was chartered in each 1932, 1938, 1941, 1948, 1950, 1951,
and 1952.

Of the credit unions answering 17 were state credit

unions, and one was a federal credit union.
2. ---··-·J
Number of
~·- Memberst The total membership of the credit
unions answering was 9,620. This a~eraged 565 per oredit union.

20
Five had fewer than 100; six had from 100 to 200; two had from
200 to 300; one had each of the following membership totals-468, 615, 1,969, and 4,895.

One failed to answer this item.

The potential membership of these credit unions is estimated at
33 1 848.

In a survey published in 1952, the Committee on Credit

Ulions of the National Education Association found that the
average teacher credit union had 501 members.22
3. !..e..1aJ Assets December 31, 1952.

The 18 teacher credit

unions answering had assets totalling $3,955 1 928.78.
age asset value per credit union was $219,773.71.
asset value was $34,000.

The aver-

The median

Six had assets valued at less than

$10,000; seven had assets rangeing between $15,000 and $50,000;
three had assets of from $100,000 to $200,000; one had assets
of $589,404.41; and the largest one had assets of $2,700,560.78.
4. 1952 Net Profit.

The total net profit of the 17 credit

unions answering this question was $135,575.36.
profit was $7,975.13.

The average net

The median net profit was $1,206.60.

Of

the 17 credit unions, seven had a net profit of less than $1,000;
five had from $1,000 to $2,500; three had a net of between $2,500
and $6,000; and the remaining two had $29,985.44 and $81,525.12
respectively.
5. Value of Guaranty lJ!ru! (Reserve for Bad Loans)

The 17

credit unions answering had reserve or guaranty fwds totalling
$143,122.65.
6.

~

The mean was $8,418.98, and the median was $500.17.
your Credit Uniori_

what .E.~.r~7.

~ ~

dividE:1!& £2!. ill£?

If so
-

All 18 credit unions answering paid a dividend

---

22. Committee on Credit Ulions, NEA, How Does Your Credit Union
Rate? , p • 16.

21
for the year 1952.

The mean dividend was 3.565 percent and the

median was 3.5 percent.

The lowest dividend rate paid was 2

percent and the highest was 6 percent.
7 • .Amount and B.B!!.l>er o f ! . ~ _i_p, 1952.

The 12 credit unions

answering this question lent $1,375,050.73 during 1952 in a total
of 2,741 loans.

This was an average loan value of $501.65 as com-

pared with $436.75 for the federal credit unions of the educational
type during 1951. 23

The average value of all federal credit union

loans during 1951 was $297 per loan.24

a.

Value E..f. Loans Outstanding_ ll .!Jll:. .!.tlJ! .2!. ~9p_g_.

The 18

credit unions had a total of $2,219,935.78 in outstanding loans
at the end of 1952, making an average of $123,329.76 for each
credit union.
9. What .!.!!!.1.2..~ .!:£e.asurer'!!. §..~lary !2£. ll.Q.??
credit union treasurers

Six of the

received no salary for 1952.

The salary

of the average credit union treasurer was $655.56, and the highest
salary was $2,800.

-

-

- -- ---

10. ...............................
thsecured Loan Limit--Secured
-·~ Loan
.... - Limit.
~~~

The most com-

mon unsecured loan limit reported was $500, which was the limit
set by seven credit unions.

Four had unsecured loan limits of

$50, and single credit unions had each of the following limits;
$150, $200, $300, and $400.

Eight had secured loan limits of

$2,500; three had limits of $2,000; and single credit unions
had limits of $100, $1,000, $1,600, $2,400, and $4,069.44.

------23. Federal Security Agency, .2.E.•
2i.

~ ••

P• 24.

~••

p. 23.

22
Credit unions chartered under the Illinois law may grant maximum unsecured and secured loans of $500 and $2,500 respectively,
while federal credit unions have maximum unsecured and secured
loan limits of $400 and 1~ of assets respectively.

--------- - -

--- -

11. Number of bad loans written off in 1952 and their value.

----

Six of the 18 credit unions had written off 11 bad loans totalling
$8,733.JH.

This represents .39 of one percent of the value of

loani outstanding at the end of 1952.
12. Mot)._thly interest

~ E.Q.

_!lpoaid loan balance.

The basic

monthly interest rate charged by 15 of the reporting credit unions
was 1 percent, and one reported a rate of

l

percent.

One of the

teacher credit unions reported an annual interest rate Of 5.5 percent.

Most of the credit unions reporting charged

l

percent on

that portion of a loan exceeding $1,000.
13. 1!J:..!.. E~X.~cm.t~. 12!:. shares made through Eayroll deductions?
None of the 18 credit unions reporting made use of payroll deductions to collect money for shares of credit union stock.
14.

~

yp,u hav~ }.Oan _insurance filll!_ life savings insurance?

Seventeen of the 18 made use of loan insurance and 12 of the 18
used life savings insurance.
15. ~bel'," o_f s~laried employees other than

~

treasurer.

Twelve had no other salaried employees, five had one, and one
had five.
16. Does _y;our Q,.redi t Union have .!!!.2!.! llin.

~

office?

One answered yes, and 17 answered no.
17. Office space obtained through:

School authorities 11,

State government 1, rental l, use of treasurer's home 5.

23
18. Extr~ .!_~ryi.Q!!_ offered to members .hl, the ~redit union.
Four offered the savings of group auto insurance, five had a
buying service, three offered group life insurance, and two provided notary service.

Other services offered by single credit

unions included preferred customer discount cards, paying bills
from savings for members, insurance consultation, and selling
and redeeming

u. s.

Government Bonds.

The returned questionnaires indicated that the average educational type credit union in Illinois received its charter in
1942, had an average membership of 565, had assets of $219,773.71,
had a net profit of $7,975.13, had a guaranty fund of $8,418.98,
paid a dividend of 3.565 percent, made an average of 228.4 loans
with an average value of $501.65, had $123,329.76 in outstanding
loans, paid its treasurer $655.56, had a secured loan limit of
$2,198.02 and an unsecured loan limit of $321, wrote off an average of .61 bad loans with a value of $487.38 each, charged an
interest rate of one percent or less, did not use payroll deductions, had loan and life savings insurance, had an average of
.55 employees other than the treasurer, had only one office which
was usually furnished by school authorities.

Besides lending

money and receiving deposits the average credit union offered
its members miscellaneous other services.
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AUDITOR OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTS
STATE OF ILLINOIS

Application for Permission to Organize a Credit Union
Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of the State of Illinois entitled "An Act in relation to Credit
Unions" approved June 26, 1925, in force July 1, 1925, and as amended, we, the undersigned, being qualified under the first paragraph of Section 1 of the aforementioned Act, do herewith make application for
permission to organize a Credit Union.
Name of proposed Credit Union; _____________________________
Location of proposed Credit U n i o n = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Limitation of membership: (must be confined to one of three following described groups):
(a) If Association:
Name:---·----------------------------Address: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Number of M e m b e r s : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - Name and address of Keyman in organization of Credit Union:

(b) If Occupation:
Name and address of employer (if corporation, give exact corporate name): ________ _

Number of E m p l o y e e s : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Name of Personnel E x e c u t i v e : - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Name and address of Keyman in organization of Credit U n i o n : - - - - - - - - - -

(c) If Neighborhood, Community or Rural District:
Name:--------------------------------Exact geographical limits:

Population according to last official census: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Name and address of Keyman in organization of Credit Union: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

We, the undersigned applicants for the o:rganization of the propose~----------__Credit Union, attest that the above

---1;
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STATEMENT OF INCORPORATION
We, the undersigned, all being of full age and residing in the State of Illinois, and being members of
specific group hereinafter named, for the purpose of becoming incorporated as a Credit Union,

the

pursuant to the provisions of an Act, entitled ..An Act in Relation to Credit Unions," approved June 26,

[1925, and in force July 1, 1925, as amended, do hereby certify:
1.

That the name of the proposed corporation is................................................................................
····················································································-···············································Credit Union.

2.

That the location of the proposed Credit Union is.....................................••...................................

3. That the membership is limited to: (membership must be confined to one of the three following
described groups):
~a) an Association, give name of Association.......................•......................................................................
number of members. ...............•...•••.......manner of selecting membership ................................................
;{b) an occupation, give character of occupation...·-··-·····························-·····················································

,,

name of employer......................................................................................................................................

l:(c)

a neighborhood, community, or rural district, define exact geographical limits:

:i

and give population according to last Federal Census..............................·-················"··························

• of

4.

That the par value of each share is.......................•....................................•.....................................

5.

That the full name, residence and post-office address of each of the incorporators and the number

shares subscribed for by each are as follows:

FULL NAME

RESIDENCE

POSTOFFJCE ADDRESS

NUMBER OF
SHARES
SUBSCRIBED .eR &nd

~b7each.

..... ....... .. .... .. .... ........ .... .... .. . .... ... . . .. .... ......

.. -·· ....... -·. .... ...... ...... .... ....... ---- . -·-· ..... --- ........ -................................ -..... - ---.............. -------·· ....... -........ ..

.......................... .......................... -- .......... -- . -............. ......................................................... . ................................................................................ '...... .. ........................................... .
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STA TE OF ILLINOIS
County of.................................
City of.................................... .
On this. .....................................day of...................................., 19 ......, personally appeared before me

to me known to be the persons described in and who executed the ·foregoing certificate and severally
acknowledged that they executed the same for the uses and purposes therein set forth.

Notary Public.
(SEAL)
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CREDIT UNION

BY-LAWS

ARTICLE I.
The name of this corporation shall be....................•............................................................................................................
Credit Union..........................................................................• It shall be located in the.............•.................... ·-·····················
..................................................................................................of.....................................................................................................
County of....................................................................................in the State of Illinois.

ARTICLE

II.-PURPOSES AND POWERS.

The purposes and powers of this Credit Union shall be to promote thrift among its members and to make loans
its members, and to do and perform such services and acts, and have and exercise such purposes and powers as
iare granted and allowed Credit Unions under "An Act in Relation To Credit Unions" approved June 26, 1925, in
!force July 1, 1925, as now or hereafter amended.
to

ARTICLE III.-MEMBERSHIP.

Any ......... ·................................................................................................................................................................................

upon his election to membership and upon subscribing for one or more shares and paying for the same in whole or in
part, to~ther with the entrance fee as provided in Article X of these by-laws shall become a member of this Credit

JlJT. o~gam.zation or group, the membership of Which is limited to Uie same grow,
1or ·which tJie credit union was organised, and the spouses and umtarried children o~
members dcaiclled in the 8llle.. home UY be elected to •mbership.

Uuion

ARTrCLE 1v.~MEEnNos oF MEMnEas.

SECTION 1. The annual meeting of the members for the election of directors and the transaction of such other
business as may properly come before such meeting shall be held at the offices of the Credit Union on the second
Monday of January of each year. Notices of all meetings, either annual or special, shall be given by the Secretary
who shall at least seven (7) days before the date of such meeting send a written or printed notice thereof to each
member of the corporation. If the date fixed for any annual meeting shall be a legal holiday the meeting shall be held
on the day following.
SEc. 2. ................................................ members shall constitute a quorum. If a quorum is not present at the time
of the meeting, the meeting shall be adjourned for a period of not less than ten (10) days and the members shall be
notified in the way and manner above provided of the time and place of the adjourned meeting. The members present
at the adjourned meeting shall constitute a quorum.
SEc. 3. On all questions and at all elections, except election of directors, a member shall have but a single vote
whatever his share holdings. There shall be no voting by proxy, except in the election of directors, a member other
than a natural person casting a single vote through a delegated agent.
SEc. 4. The order of business of the meetings of the members shall be as follows:

a.

Roll call.
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ARTICLE V.-Dm.EOTORS.
Section 1. At the annual meeting in the month of January there shall be elected...........................- ...directors.
The directors unless sooner disqualified or removed shall hold office until the annual meeting of the members following the termination of the periods for which they are elected and until their successors are elected and shall have
qualified. At such election a stockholder shall have the right to vote the number of shares owned by him for as many
persons as there are directors to be elected or to cumulate such shares and give one candidate as many votes as the
number of directors multiplied by the number of his shares of stock shall equal; or distribute them on the same principle among as many candidates as he shall deem proper. In case of failure to elect, the meeting shall be adjourned
from time to time. Only members owning at least one share shall be eligible to serve as directors.
At the first election....................... - ........................... (not less than three) directors shall be elected for three years,
.......................................... (not less than three) directors for term of two years, and...................................... ( not less than
three) directors for term of one year; thereafter election shall be for terms of three years. (For use only if the Board
of Directors consists of nine or more.)
SEc. 2. A meeting of the newly elected Board of Directors shall be held within ten days after the annual meeting
of the shareholders at which meeting the Board of Directors shall elect from their own number a President, a VicePresident, a Secretary and a Treasurer (Note:-The last two named may be the same individual. If so decided the
by-laws should read "a President, a Vice-President and a Secretary-Treasurer'') who shall be the executive officers of the
Credit Union. The directors shall also at this meeting elect from their own number a Credit Committee of..............·-·····
(not less than three) members and a Supervisory Committee of three members. The directors shall meet at least once
in each month and at all meetings a majority of the directors shall constitute a quorum. Special meetings of the directors
may be called by the President and Treuurer and shall be called upon written icquest of a majority ~ the clin:cton.

lllliageaerat

. · &!to• 3. !M loa:rd ot Directors Shall baVe tbe pneral
at the aftalra,
funds and records of this Credit Union. It shall be their special duty to act upon
all applications for membership; to determine the interest rates on loans; to fix
the amount of the surety bond of all officers and employees handling money; to declare
dividends; to recommend amendments to these by-laws; to fill vacancies in the credit
Committee and in the Supervisory Committee; to fix the maximum number of shares which
may be held by any one individual and the maximum individual loan that can be made
without security, subject to the provisions of Article XIII., Section 3, of these
by-laws or any amendment thereto; to have charge of investments other than loans to
members; to declare a refunding dividend by returning to the borrowers a portion of
the interest paid, and to perform such other duties as the members may from time to
time authorize. They may by resolution, after due notice to the members, change the
place of business of the Credit Union. Written notice of such change shall be given
to the Auditor of Public Accounts as required by law.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

Report of Credit Committee.
Report of Supervisory Committee.
Report of Secretary and Treasurer.
Applications for membership.
New business.
Unfinished business.
Adjournment.

SEc. 6. In the event that a director reduces his share balance to an amount less than the par value of one
share, he shall cease to be a director.
ARTICLE VI.-OFFICERS AND THEIR DUTIES.
SECTION 1. The officers of this Credit Union shall consist of a President, a Vice-President, a Treasurer and
a Secretary (or "a Secretary-Treasurer'').
SEc. 2. The duties of the President shall be to preside at meetings of the members and of the Board of Directors; to countersign checks, drafts and notes drawn by the Credit Union, to sign such other papers and docu-
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SEc. 4. The Secretary-Treasurer shall be the general manager of the Credit Union. He shall be the custodian
of the funds, securities, books of account, records and all other valuable papers of the Credit Union. He shall keep
a separate set of books of entry, containing in detail the financial transactions of the Credit Union. He shall sign all
checks, drafts and notes drawn by the Credit Union. He shall keep correct records of all meetings of the members
and of the Board of Directors. He shall give notice of all meetings of members in the manner prescribed by the bylaws and shall perform all other duties incident to his office. He shall make and render such reports to the Auditor
of Public Accounts as the statute or the said Auditor may from time to time require. The Secretary-Treasurer shall
furnish bond for the faithful performance of his duties in such amount as the Board of Directors shall prescribe.
ARTICLE VII.-CREDIT COMMITl'EE.
SEOTION 1. The Credit Committee shall consist of................................ (not less than three) directors, who shall
be elected annually as provided in Article V, Section 2 of these by-laws.
SEC. 2. The Credit Committee shall approve every loan made by this Credit Union to its members. Every application for a loan shall be made in writing on a form designed by said Credit Committee. Such application shall
state the purpose for which the loan is desired, the nature of the security offered, if any, and such other data as may
be required. No loan shall be made unless it has received the unanimous approval of those members of said committee who were present when it was considered, who must be at least a majority of said committee.
SEc. 3. The Credit Committee may meet at any time and shall meet as often as necessary. The chairman of the
Credit Committee shall notify each member in advance of every meeting of the committee. The Credit Committee
shall keep a record of its proceedings in a special book provided for that purpose.
ARTICLE VIII.-SUPERVISORY COMMITTEE.
SECTION 1. The Supervisory Committee shall consist of three directors who shall be elected annually as provided
in Article V, Section 2 of these by-laws. The Supervisory Committee shall meet at least once every three months to
audit the books of this Credit Union and in the event said committee deems such action to be necessary it shall call
the members together thereafter and submit to them its report.
SEc. 2. The Supervisory Committee shall inspect the securities, cash and accounts of this Credit Union and
supervise the acts of the Credit Committee and officers.
SEc. 3. By unanimous vote, if it deems such action to be necessary to the proper conduct of the Credit Union,
the Supervisory Committee may suspend any officer or member of committee and call the members together to act on
such suspension. The members at said meeting may sustain such suspension and remove such officer permanently or
may re-instate said officer.
SEc. 4. At the close of each fiscal year the Supervisory Committee shall make an audit of the books and records
and an examination of the business and affairs of the Credit Union for the year and shall make a full report of its
assets and liabilities, receipts and disbursements to the Board of Directors, and shall cause such report to be read at
the annual meeting of shareholders and filed with the records of the Credit Union.
SEc. 5. The Supervisory Committee shall keep a complete record of all its proceedings. All reports of this committee shall be filed and preserved with the records of this Credit Union.
ARTICLE IX.--CAPITAL.
The capital of this Credit Union shall consist of the payments made upon shares by its members.
ARTICLE X.-SHARES,
SECTION 1. (a) The number of shares which may be issued by this Credit Union shall be unlimited, except that it
shall not permit any member to become the owner, directly or indirectly, individually or in trust, by purchase, transfer,
or otherwise, of shares having a par value of more than the maximum individual share holdings fixed by the directors.
(b) Shares may be issued in the name of two persons and the survivor; and in the event of the death of either,
the Credit Union shall be liable thereon only to the survivor, and while both are living, payment to either shall discharge the liability to both. Only one of two such persons need have the common bond of occupation or association
specified in Article III of these by-laws or any amendment thereto, and only that person may vote in the Credit Union.
(c) Shares may be issued in the name of a minor or in trust. In the case of minors, they shall not be allowed to
become indebted to the Credit Union unless the indebtedness is also assumed by a person of legal age. In the case of
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SEc. 7. The money credited on one or more shares may be withdrawn on any day when payments for shares
may be received, providing the withdrawing member has filed a written notice of such intention; but the Board of
Directors may require a member at any time to give 60 days' notice in writing of his intention to withdraw the whole
or any part of the amount paid in by him on account of shares. Such withdrawing member shall receive the amount
paid by him on account of shares, together with such dividends as have been credited thereto, less any lawful fines
or other obligations to this Credit Union. Withdrawals shall be paid in the order of their filing and as funds therefor
become available. After the filing of notice of withdrawal as provided herein, the shares shall continue to participate
in the dividends until they are redeemed. No member who has filed a notice of intention to withdraw shall exercise
any of the privileges of membership.
'
SEc. 8. A member may be expelled by a two-thirds (%) vote of the members present at a special meeting
called to consider the matter, but only after a hearing. In the event of the expulsion of a member for any cause,
such expelled member shall be deemed a withdrawing member as regards the conditions hereinabove provided for
redemption of shares. Any member who withdraws or is expelled shall not be relieved of any liability to the corporation.
SEc. 9. No officer, director, attorney, committee member, clerk or agent of this Credit Union shall as an individual, discount, or directly or indirectly purchase from another member a share in this Credit Union, whether filed
for withdrawal or not.
ARTICLE XI.-Fims.
A member failing to make a payment upon shares or other obligations when due may be required to pay a fine
at the rate of two per centum per month or fraction thereof on amounts in default, provided, however, that such fine
shall in no case be less than···········-··-··················-················
ARTICLE XII.-POWER TO BORROW.
A Credit Union may borrow from any source in total sum which shall not exceed thirty per cent (30%) of its
assets. No money shall be borrowed on behalf of or for the use of the Credit Union without the authority of the
Board of Directors.
ARTICLE XIII.-LoANS.
SECTION 1. Loans may be made to any member of this Credit Union in good standing.
SEc. 2. No director, officer or member of committee may borrow from this Credit Union, either directly or
indirectly, except to the extent of the value of his shares therein, which must be pledged as security for his loan,
and while such director, officer or member of committee is so indebted to the Credit Union, his share balance shall
at all times be maintained at an amount at least equal to the unpaid balance of his loan. No director, officer or member of committee may endorse for borrowers to any extent.
SEc. 3. No loan in excess of $...••.......•....................... shall be made by this Credit Union unless security therefor
shall be taken, and no secured loan shall be for more than two thousand five hundred dollars ($2,500.00); provided,
however, that on all loans in excess of one thousand dollars ($1,000.00) the interest on such excess shall not exceed
one-half of one per cent ( 7'2 of 1%) per month. Within the meaning of this section an assignment of shares or the
endorsement of a note may be deemed security.
SEc. 4. Loans shall be granted only for provident or productive purposes or urgent needs.
SEc. 5. The amount of the loan, the time for which it is granted, the terms of its repayment and the form and
value of the security, if any, shall be fixed by the Credit Committee.
SEc. 6. The rate of interest charged upon loans shall be fixed by the Board of Directors, and in no event shall
the rate exceed one per cent ( 1%) a month on unpaid balances of one thousand dollars ($1,000.00) or less, and onehalf of one per cent ( 7'2 of 1%) a month on unpaid amounts in excess of one thousand dollars ($1,000.00) and not
more than two thousand five hundred dollars ($2,500.00) .
SEC. 7. All loans shall be secured by the promissory note of the borrower. The Credit Committee may demand
one or more responsible endorsers and such additional security as it deems proper.
SEC. 8. Applications for loans shall state specifically the purpose for which the money is borrowed, and that no
consideration has passed or will pass from the borrower to an endorser for his endorsement. In case the facts as stated
in the application are not found to be as represented, or the money borrowed has been used for purposes other than
those for which it was granted, or if the borrower shall cease to be a member of this Credit Union pursuant to any
clause or conditions in these by-laws or any amendments thereto, then the loan shall immediately become due and
payable. In the event that the Board of Directors shall deem any loan not safe for any reason whatsoever, additional
security or immediate repayment of the loan may be demanded.
SEC. 9. This Credit Union shall not loan to any member, directly or indirectly, a sum in excess of two thousand
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ARTICLE XV.-R.ESERVE FUND.
SECTION 1. All entrance fees, fines (which may be provided by the by-laws for failure to make repayments on
loans and payments on shares when due), and each year, before the declaration of a dividend, twenty per cent (20%)
of the net earnings shall be set aside as a Reserve Fund against bad loans until such Reserve Fund shall be equal
to ten per cent (10%) of the loans of the Credit Union, and said Reserve Fund shall thereafter be kept at not less
than ten per cent ( 10%) of the loans and shall not be distributed exceptJn case of liquidation.
ARTICLE XVI.-DIVIDENDS.
SECTION 1. On recommendation of the directors the Credit Union may declare a dividend from net earnings,
to be paid annually, semi-annually or quarterly, which dividend shall be paid on all shares outstanding at the end of
the dividend period. Shares which become fully paid up during the dividend period shall be entitled to a proportional
part of said dividend calculated from the first day of the month following such payment in full.
ARTICLE XVII.-Lwm.nY.
SECTION 1. Every member in the Credit Union shall be individually responsible and liable to its creditors over
and above the amount of shares held by him or her to an amount equal to his or her respective shares, so held, for
all liabilities accruing while he or she remains such stockholder.
ARTICLE XVIII.-OFFIOIAL SEAL.
SECTION 1. The official seal of the Credit Union shall be a disc with the words " ........................................................
Credit Union" and the name of the city in the margin, and the words "Corporate Seal" in the center and shall be in
the custody of the Treasu~r.
ARTICLE XIX.-AMENDMENT

TO

Bv-LAws.

SECTION 1. These by-law/~~~en~'ttiff!~!-~~'b~~members present at any annual meeting or at a special meeting called for that purpose, provided such number shall constitute a quorum, and provided
further that the proposed amendment shall have first had the approval of the Auditor of Public Accounts, and that
notice of such meeting containing a true copy of the proposed amendment shall have been given to each member as
prescribed in Section 1 of Article IV of these by-laws.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, we, the applicants for the organization of the..·-·································...····-···························
Credit Union have signed and acknowledged these by-laws, in duplicate, and by the terms of which we agree to
be bound.

: ::F ILLINOIS,______ ) ..
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CREDIT UNION NATIONAL ASSOCIATION~~,z:yy_~
TOTAL CREDIT UNIONS
. TOTAL~~
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onnecticut
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:torida
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daho
linois
ndiana
owa
!
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entucky
i
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Mcmtana
ebraska
evada
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ew Mexico
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Nortli Carolina
North Dakota
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outh Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Tuxas

December 31, 1952
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Charleston, Illinois
April 7, 1953

Mias Martha Board, Treas.
Danville Teachers Federal
Court House
Danville, Illinois

c. u.

Dear ~iss Martha Board
You are the one who has more information on your credit
union than anyone else. I wonder if you would be good enough
to give me some of that information.
I am writing a paper on school credit unions in Illinois
to meet requirements for the Master of Science Degree at
Eastern Illinois State College. I need information on the
individual school credit unions. That is why I am asking your
help.
Will you please fill out the enclosed auestionnaire and
return it to me in the enclosed stamped and addressed envelope
before ·May 15. Any other informatinn which you can give me
about your credit union will also be appreciated. If possible
I would like to have a copy of your 1952 operating report.
You will receive a copy of the results of the survey in
appreciation of your cooperation. Thank you.
;3incerely

Robert G. Wrenn
Rgw:gc
Enclosures 2
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THE

CHAMPAIGN

SCHOQJ,S

cm:DIT UNI(!

CHAMPAIGN HIGH SCHOOL
CIWIPAIGI, ILLDOJB
1. Date of Charter 19!!_

(X) State or ( ) Federal?

214
. .. Potential i~embership 600 All AOhool employees
financial statement and balance sheet in Champaign Coum;y
omit questions 3 through 7)
except Urbana Schools
3o Total Assets December 31, 1952 $ 11.122.rr
•
2o Number of members

( If you enclos

5

Value of Guaranty Fund

6 ..

Did your CU pay a dividend for 1952?

Yea

o

7. What was your treas urer'a salary for 1952?

8. Amount loaned in 1952 $ _22 1 296 1 81
9 ..

•

If so what 1'? -l 11.16'1-64

S 35 100

per )(gnt;h

Number of 1952 loans 82

Value of Loans outstanding at the end of 1952 $~ Q

10 .. Unsecured Loan Limit $ 200 100

p

~i______

Secured Loan Limit $ 11 500.00

lo Number of bad loans written 9ff in 1952 _ _.1._.

Value $1J;i,S7

2. Monthly interest rate on unpaid loan balance is ___
1____~.
130 Are payments for shares made through payroll deductions?

14e Do you have loan insurance?

Io• , life savings ins uranc e-4e.-

15., Number of salried employees other than treasurer

l:oae

16. Does your CU have more than one office? II
170 Office space obtained through:

(
(

School Authorities
State Go ernment

{) Federal Government
( ) Rental

Ottioe in~ home at 616 Un.ion Street. C~ i g n .

18. Check any or the following extra services which you CU offers
to its meml:>ers.
{ ) B y1r
Service
Others
( ) Group Life Insurance
( ) Group Auto Insurance
( ) Income Tax Service

STATEMENT OF CONDITIONS DECEMBER 31• 1952

39
LIABIUTIES AIID NET WORTH

ASSETS

Cash on hand and in Banks
$3;oa5-;10
United States Govermnent Bonds 7.266 ii90
22,sso;77
Loans to Members
.110.00
Furniture and Fixtures
$33,122.77
·207
s.o5a

Totals
Number of Members
Number of Shares

Shares
Reserve Fund
Undivided Earnings

$3o;4a8.01
1,661~20
973.56

ts.oo

Par Value of Shares

STATEMEMT OF CASH RECEIPl'S AND DISBURSEMENTS
Year Ending Deoember 31, 1952.

RECEIPl'S

Shares
Repayment of :Members t loans

Interest on Members ' Loans
Interest on Bonds
Entrance Fees

DISBURSEMENTS

$4i856 ~29
1a; 781~13
2.,,370~64
222;40
. 4.00

Shares
Louns to Membe,:'s
Accrued Interest on Bonds
Se. la.ries Pa id
Office Expense
Loans Pa id off
Insu't"anco: Loan and Life

Dividend 4%
Cash on Hand and in Banks
December 31• 1951
Total

Cash on Hand and in Banks
Deoember 31, 1952

$3,14-1-;1s
22,296 ~81

sg.oo

413~64
289;51

108~13
· 3ao;o1

1;167 ~64
$3,085.10

SCHEDULE OF EXPENSES FOR THE YF.AR ElIDDW DEC:!ThffiER 31 6 1952

5alar1es m1a
Insurance: - Loan Protection and Life Savings
Federal Social Security Tux (Employer and Employee)
Surety Bond Premmuin for President o.nd 'l'reasurer - Throe Years
Dues .. John L, Kelly Chapter
Dues ... Illinois Cr;Jdit Union league
Annual Audit of Books - Illinois Str.te Auditor Publio Aooounts
Rontv.l Sa.foty Dopos·L-1:i Box
Delogatos to Ann'!.ID.l Credit Union Convention• Chionge
Postage
Off:i.oe Supplies • Deposit slips, stencils., :[ll.per• otc.
Filing and Release of Mor-l.ig1gos
Expenses of Bon~d of Dir0ctor.s, Advertising., Educational
Service Cho.rg;o:::i of ~fatlc!m:i. Bank
Toto.l

$413;64
380~01
12;60
50;00

s;ao

58~02

25;5a
4;20

sa;cs

9~00(
7~52

s;1s

37;20
2.69

i19083el6

The Board of Directors issue this report to the members.
Opal C • Cunninghi\n5 ~csidont~ ·
Veryl Hoaly' Gerde• Seoreta.ry
Chester C • Bray; Vice President.
E. o. Bottenfield, Treasurer

THE

CHAMPAIGN
CREDIT

SCHOOLS

UNION

Affiliated with
John L. Kelly Chapter

Illintis Credit Union I.eaguo
Ct-edit Union National

Association. Mc.dison

Eightoenbh Annunl Meeting., January 28., 1953
OFFICERS
Qpe. l C • C'Ullllingham

Chos-ter C • Bray

Pres idem:;
Vioe

VerJ 1 Heu 1y Ger de

E.

o.

Pros idem:;
Sooretnry

Bottenfield

Treasurer

BOA.RD OF DIRECTORS

Name

Term. Expires

Veryl Healy Garde

Jo.J1uary 1953

Avioo F • Loe

Ja.nun.ry 1953

Essie IoSure

January 1953

Chester C • Bray

Janunry 1954

Mello MoW • Enochs

Jo.mmry 1954

Kn. thryn O' Byrne

Janunry 1954

E.

o.

Bottenfield

Jo.nunry 1955

O:r:n 1 C • Cunninghnm

January 1955

Esthor F • Rose

Janunry 1955

..
Incorporated Mlrch ,2, 1934

Loan Protection Insurance November 29 1 1935
Life Snving Insurnnoo February 11, 1947
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r ~

-$:J,.

: v')

.
. . '31
•
ncloo f inanci .:

112r

State or C-) F

t

ra:. .

r ......

. t and ua · nee
om1 t q eet1 . ,;) through 7)
o tal Assets December 1, 1962 ~ j .,l.,/0
•
(.

· ou

I /'- ~ - ·
Guaranty Fund I
l~ (JV

c t Prof!.t 1952

• 11.4

of

•

r1c1 your CU pay a dividend for 1952?_~ ~ If eo what
• ii'l

fo?

,£7~

at \;as your tree.a urerl, salary for 1952?_.s_..a_ _ _ __
ount loaned in 1952

<J P::P

a

Number of 1952 loans---f'

alue of Loans outstanding at t he end of 1952 $ / O'"

• Unsecured Loan Limit $
~r-

$" 0

a

ob

Secured Loan Limit $ ~~ ~

of bad loans wrl tten off in 1 52 ~

-

Val uo

thly inte~est rate en unpaid loan balance is ___/____.,~.
re payments for shar .:: made through payroll deductions'?_ }:yO

. , ~o you hav
nb - r

loan im1 .. r nee? ~

· life savings insura c e ~

of salrled employce.G other th<>n tre surer

~

• Does your CU have more tha.n one office?_J".'.\.,Q
41-f... e . ~ce obta.1

,..:a through:
(~Schol Auth r1t1ea
( ) State Government

( ) Feder 1 G
( ) Rental

or

.t

• Check any or the following extra serviceo which you CU offers
to 1 ts meml:>ers.
( ) a·.1y 1ng Servic
_ 0 (),..
Others
(./ ) Group Life Insurance ~~
( ) Group Auto Insurance
( ) Income Tax Service

------ ----
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INFORMATl JN SHl..bT

J~ NORTH DEARP-ORN

CHIC4PQ, II,LJNQTS

l

Date of Charter 19~

2. Number of members
o

{~

State or ( ) Federal?

S::U •

/
Potential Membership / ~ .o-o-0 .
(If you enclose financial statement and balance sheet
omit questions 3 through 7)
Total Assets December 31, 1952 $ 7'~1/tt(?
•

Net Profit 1952:-1-------·
5. Value of Guaranty Fund

I

t

o

6. Did your CU pay a dividend for 1952?~

It so what,? c:J..

.

-t_

.s_.5""i
__Q
__o_-______
""" _

at was your treasurer's salary for 19s2?__

---

Number of 1952 loans
Q

alue · of Loans outstanding at the end of 1952 $ ~ '2 i (J-(J-() .

Oo Unsecured Loan Limit
11

,t:9
I

V

Secured Loan Limit $

umber of bad loans written off in 1952

L

•

12 Monthly interest rate on unpaid loan balance is

~ S'D Q ~

Value$
t:,?-tJl_

~
~7-

%•

3. Are payments for shares made through payroll deductions? ~
l

Do

you have loan insurance?~

, life savings insurance~

• Number of salried employees other than treasurer___________
Does your CU have more than one ·office? ~
Office space obtained through:
( ) School Authorities
( ) State Government
(IA

-,,-L~CJ,.t'r'

Fre.e

( ) Federal Government
( ) Rental

heck any of the following extra services which you CU offers
o 1 ts members •
( ) B .w ing Service
Others
( ) Group Life Insurance
( ) Group Auto Insurance
( ) Income Tax Service

INFOR
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TI -J SHl..l!.T

N:WlIIF DACBiiS EEDERAJ, C U

PtBYIYrl

IJJJHQJS

-

1. Date of Charter 19 37

( ) State or (x ) Federal?

2. Number of members
202
• Potential Membership
358
(If you enclose financial statement and balance ebee\
omit questions 3 throl!Sh 7)
3o Total Assets December 31, 1952 $ 40,694.40
•
4. Net. Prof 1 t 1952

•

.

S 1568 .48 .

-

ilon't under- Reserve for Bad Loans !2317.27
e,ana ,1'\ie
6. Did your CU pay a dividend for 1952? Yes . It so what~? 4~
5. Value of Guaranty Fund

O

S 360.00

7. What was your treasurer's salary for 1952?
• Amount loaned in 1952 $36 1807.65

•

$ 25,632 . 64

9a Value of Loans outstanding at the end of 1952
o

Unsecured Loan Limit$ 400.00

o

Secured Loan Limit

llo Number of bad loans written off in 1952

--0

•

12. Monthly interest rate on unpaid loan balance 1s

I

Value

one

1~ of assets

I

----

;(. per month

13. Are payments for sharee made through payroll deductions?
4o J?<> you have loan insurance?
l~

0

Yes

74

Number or 1952 loans

No

-

, life savings insurance

Number of salried employees other than . treasurer

1

Yes

16. Does your CU have more than one office? We do not have an office as such.
Files and a cabinet are kept in the supply room at High School Bldg.
17, Office space obtained through: Treasurer works at homeon ledger, etc.
( ) School Authorities
C) Federal Government
( ) State Government
C ) Rental

18. Check any of the following extra services which you CU offers
to its mem~ers. None of these
( ) B,;iy ins Sen ice
Others
( ) Group Life Insurance
C) Group Auto Insurance
C ) Income Tax Service .
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EAST ST, I,OW:S TEACHER'S CREDIT UNION

EAST Me LOJJJS

XlrJ,IN9I§
1. Date of Charter 19,2J.

(* ) State or ( ) Fed~ral?

2o Number of members
468 o Fotential Membership 2000 8PPI:O'X·
(If you enclose financial statement and balance sheet
omit questions 3 through 7)
3o Total Assets December 31, 1952 S 120, 131,74
•
4o Net Profit 1952

f S,Qafi.Zl

So Value of Guaranty Fund

0

f 4, £4,3,IIJ

• Contingent reserve , $4 , 213 . 12

60 Did your CU pay a dividend for 1952?

yes

7. What was your treasurerts salary for 1952?
8. Amount loaned in 1952 $ !27 ,723,42

o

a

If so what ,!?

S l.S00.00

Number or 1952 loans 171

9o Value of Loans outstanding at the end of 1952 $

lOo Unsecured Loan Limit $

500,oo _u

3i

104, 724,00

Secured Loan Limit $ 2,500,00

l lo Number of bad loans written off in 1952 _,____•

Value $ J ·J.S6 • J 1

•

120 Monthly interest rate on unpaid loan balance is one
%• on balances to
11 , 000 . 00 ; i% on the part of a loan balanc e ·in excess of $1 , 000 . 00

130 Are payments for shares made through payroll deduct i ons ?~n-P---14<1 Do you have loan insurance?

yes

, life savings insurance,,_yes

1 ,o Number of salried employees other than treaeurer_.n_o_n_e__~-16. Does your CU have more than one office? Dffic3al office at Clark Jr . High
School for safe & official papers . Most of work done at home .
l7o Office space obtained through:
( *) School Authorities
() Federal Government
( ) Rental
( ) State Government
18a Check any of the following extra services which you CU offers
.t o 1 ts members.
( * ) a·,;iying Service
Others

( ) Group Life Insurance
( *) Group Auto Insurance
(· ) Income Tax Service

Pay taxes or b lJJa tram aav1ngs of members
on request .
Consultation on insurance problems

44

G.

~Form57

TEAQHERS 1
E. ST. LQUIS
CREDIT UNION

MONTHLY STATEMENT
MONTH OF
Ledger
Page.

Ma.~Qh

19-53
TRIAL BALANCE
Debits
Credits

ACCOUNT
BALANCE SHEET ACCOUNTS

1

1
11
15
25
29
39
49
55
57
67
77
79
89
93
95

Cash
Savings Bank Deposits
Co-operative Bank Shares
Bonds
Personal Loans
Real Estate Loans
Real Estate by Foreclosure
Furniture and Fixtures
Shares
Deposits
Notes Payable
Entrance Fees
Guaranty Fund
Reserve Fund
Undivided Earnings

OQ

0.n'l"lt. ~ 'l"l l'PQ'l"lt.

-:SQ

Ar'tV::tTl~9

77P.

Q(')

1
10":5

aJ.J.F...

(')(')

t:;88 qc:;

2Ql "17
, 1 P. 411~ A~

4 12c;
4 1 f;4

21~

1,~

1?7 Rt:;7

n~

4

.,...,...,.. O"l"WT1'0

nt:1.VTnAT'lt.

oc:;

1 071 17h

mi h1

!:mkAt.

1A~ 17()

hr'ITln

TOT AL balance sheet accounts
PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNTS

99
109
119
129
133
143
149
151

?~

-

l?Q

Interest
Fines
Cash over and short
Gain and loss on sale of investments
Expense
Interest paid on deposits
Depreciation on Furniture and Fixtures
Dividends

7R.a 1?

2 04? 7c::,

f:.4()

70

41? IR7

40

TTlR117"::ITl~A

lS

Tn~nme f'r>nm hnnnR

4-:i

TOTAL profit and loss accounts
GRAND TOTAL-all accounts
Number at close of month-MEMBERS

468

Auditing Committee.

DEPOSITORS

1

oc:;~ hh

130

842 178

*****

BORROWERS

('I('\

? oP.c:; 71:i
l":50 842 78

205

Treasurer.

Breakdown of Month's business for Directors.
Treasurer's salary-----------------------------$ 121.68
3 luncheon; 3 dinner tickets--Springfield Mett.
22.80
So. Illinois Chapter dues---------------------24.00
s. W. Bell Telephone Co.----------------------5.12
CUNA :Mutual Insurance Society--Share & Loan Ina
137.99,
Members lost----------------------------------3.
New members-----------------------------------3.
Loaned to mernbers------------------------------$5,690.95
Collected on loans to members------------------ 6,450.50
Loans liquidated------------------------------3.
Loans nenewed & increased---------------------5.
New borowers----------------------------------7.

I
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r s, T s, B. w.ro: OXFFS caEP:i:T umox
ST , CHABIES
U,IIMOIS

.

Afp.

1. Date of Charter 19.![t,

/

("1

State or ( ) Federal?

J__o__.

umber of members
1,0
Potential Membe·rship__j__
(I! you enclose financial statement and balance sheet
omit questions 3 through 7)
3 Total Assets December 31, 1952 $. !'I
103.Z-1
•
)
a

~

et Profit 1952

f {'4 ,1,. rD

0

Value of Guaranty Fund $ UO . C,o

0

Did your CU pay a dividend for l952?~

o

If so what~?

.o

3~

l..,_D_..::,.;;,,-____

'Ml at was yo ur t reaa ur ertl salary for 1"95 2 ?_.,f..

A unt loaned in 1952 $

31/oo /. 'ID • Number ot

Value or Loans outstanding at the end of 1952 $
Unsecured Loan Limit $ 501!...

•

1952 loans 3/]

2: l,J,,l-J. 71.--

Secured Loan Limit $ i.s-o o

umber or bad loans written off 1n 1952

ft/rl

Monthly interest rate on unpaid loan balance is

1,.2-

----

Value $

Are payments for shares made through payroll deductions?
you have loan insurance?~

, life savings insurance..!f!t

ber·of salr1ed employees other than treasurer

~

es your CU have more than one office?
fice ~ce obtained through:
(V) School Authorities
C ) State Government

( ) Federal Government
( ) Rental

Cl eek any of the following extra services which you CU offers
t i ts~
l:>ers •
(
B 1.y ing Service
(
Life Insurance
( ) Group Auto Insurance
( ) Income Tax Service

t S. T. S. 8. EMPLOYEES CREDff U?JlON
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CREDIT UNION
-

CASH REPORT
RECEIPTS
Shares
DeEosits
·Loans
Interest Received
Fines
Entrance Fees

Mos. since I
Dec. 31, 19£_

Thia
Month

(f I

/ff.S Ii"

.S:-,IIJ

I 00

/j

"
c..A.-

-

11

"

..J/_ •

-

,..

- -AX

I

...

1. l:"O

~trf.li

I

11
JJ.J,J
PROFIT AND LOSS

-

1./0

--- lt.o
l..L.

--

so

-

J..t,J...
I.!:"

---

-

Joo

70

/q 0

"1n

'J-1!::'

2.,,~
--

Same Month
Last Year

End of
This Month

1,11,2,,s-f11-

· - - - ~-

-·--

---

-·

.

-

-~~l._~h
Total

,.., r,

~.

Total
-

Total

i_T»A ·-

Guarantv Fund
Undivided Earnings
Profit and Loss
Total

')'L'J03 1..ct

C,1...

2.. !.~o
/'3$'2.. lit,S"
/SO()

LIABILITIES
Shares
Deposits
Bills Payable
Dividends Payable

c- -r_.

~

~, 9 'II/

u

INCOME
Interest Received
Fines
Other Income

I'};() t, JO
Jg_!l_/ o4
BALANCE SHEET

-

ao

A

-

.s::L
--

3'-loo I

I

Total Disbursements

"S''

Mos. since
Dec. 31,_19.

s-o a 00
ll/o

1,2,.11 l't Cash at end of period

This
Month

,~

ere--- M Jt,

L/781

EXPENSES
Rent, Li9"h!_ and Heat
Office Salaries
Office Sup. & Expenses
Advertisina
Other Expenses
,..
p -Inter~st Paid
..,,... 1-.~. - - ~ .
a
Transfer to Guar. Fund
Dividends
BALANCE
Total

S,!"1

IC'" 00

C.,L,,/J J!. -

. u

I/Lt. st s-

tt.

1..1

0
" -I
~ . ~• i. ,£1)

/91. - - -

32-

i.

Al~

4fio i,y
lot?

,2-

ASSETS
Loans
-Investment Securities
Furniture & Fixtures

ri / /

u

oc

/3~1..

O'l..

.v,__ o
a

Total Ree:eipts
Cash at beginning
Total

1·/..'

175"

2,..)...

Mos. since
Dec. 31, 19 Sf

,"

s,

1oi.1..
l
_ _l!J__g_ __ /0

JI
,:,1.0 ...

This
Month

DISBURSEMENTS
l3lJ..3 b~ :snares
Deposits
Loans
t.fo t.'lt./L8'1.o 11/-Y Interest Paid

3 ~to 1-'I
/'/17 ,1
'17 fi 1 rv,,
Thia
Month

I qr; 10
End of
This Month

'L1

f '111 rJ
lhl 'ij_1:;· 1o 11
Mos.si~
Dec. 31, l

Lqo 1'1D

2,.c.," 1

#~l./1 'I l'I

,..,

/fJC/()

lt.'IO l#tf
Same Month
Last Year

t"U,

1..'1n /;b

"1-~1 'J..1
>0

/lA> t,

lL1o3 l..'1

---~/_,_0__

Number of Members at close of month
Number of Depositors at close of month - - - ~ Number of Borrowers at close of month ___•_~9-=S--'---Treasurer.
Clerk.
Supervisory Committee
~

FORM58

Printed in U.S. A.

'f'f
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l. Date of Charter 19.i].

( efstate or ( ) Federal?

/7)

/

2 Number of members
.o
Potential Membership._...~
- /)- O
_ _•
(If you enclose financial statement and balance shee\
omit questions 3 through 7)
3 Total Asset1:5 December 31. 1952 $_,_5'f
oo C>
•

,

o

Net Profit 1952

S /0 10. J 7

Value of Guaranty Fund $

5

•

{160,

II

0

6. Did your CU pay a dividend for 1952?~

.

7. What was your treasurer's salary for 1952?
8 . Amount loaned in 1952

t ?:::l;'S'!)8'

0

S

/t/[)...!L

Unsee ured Loan Limit $ S'DO

o

0

Number or 1952 loans

77

1,D,, <.rrD --

9 o Value or Loans outstanding at the end of 1952 $
o

i? '-/

If so what

Secured Loan Limit f

/()00

ll o Number of bad loans written off in 1952 ~

Value I

12. Monthly interest rate on unpaid loan balance is

~i~- / ;(.

·-

130 Are payments for shares made through payroll deductions?__\.t...o
~-140 Do you have loan insurance?~

~ · life savings insurance '\....o

l

Number of salried employees other than treasurer

l

Does your CU have more than one office?

17 . Office ~pace obtained through:
(vf School Authorities
( ) State Government

~

~
() Federal Government
( ) Rental

Check any of the following extra services which you CU offers
to 1 ts memlJere.
~
( ) a·,;iy ing Service
Others
( ) Group Life Insurance
( ) Group Auto Insurance
( ) Income Tax Service

48

#~~1

All~UlL .i.u.~OtaA ~OUliU.hll LlflLION
ll:.A Ohl!..£.lT lHUOb

Jl.B- 1 ,

1S53

115 members

One yeg r ggo 77
n
tt

Interest pgid in.

~78.51

,,

tf

:;;2,709.00

"

,,

163.62

i, e ba11e 33 logn ac ..:our.at s.
i l l accolLtlte . 3re in gooa kt~~ail:lg •

., 1,708.28 in the b3ok .

· Jan. 1~, 1~53

No ~pplic3tione ,e-ndin.~.
he

loaned

3

totgl of ~lb,OOO.OO aurin~ th~

firet two 3ears of operation.

a. w.

hllis

49

Treaeurer'e heport of the Southern Division IBA credit/ f7
Union for the F1ret half of li6~ --,;;- {!.
1-~~
Jan. l 1952

Jui, l •52

lumber members
77
97
Seven Jo1Ded to secure loans. fhirte~n Joined as inveetors.
total Sharee---------------~709.00 ------------f-4738.76
75}.. illcresee.
total Loan Balance--------j 2205.00 ------------f'l9?.67
90,.. increase.
Income. Intereet First balf'5l. '42.69 ---------~70.97
~ uicreaae.
Kxpenees first half'ol.
,S9.00 -------------4'120.oo
caab on Bend Juli l, '52----f-------------------;.l032.88

~pglioat1one pending Juli l, 1~62
One----------------i200.00

''-~-.. ----------..... - ..,,. .. ,-;400 .oo

~~-~~ .... -~~~~----~-tsOOoOO

1·e have 21 borrowers.

Bo

.
account a are delinquent.

le baYe made 46 loans tatall1ng .,&420.00 since we organized.

Borrowers.

counties showing gaine 111 membership.
Rardin

Jackson
Jobneon
i'ope

2
4

l
3

l

1

s
0

l

ierr7
6
.\ 1 lliamaon 7

Saline
Eulae&i

4
2

1
O

2
3

...

Jlranlll.in____
o

Total

21

20

Jote. The '2()0.00 end the .a40o.oo loans have
been made since th1e report wae compiJed.
Balance ae of Jui, 21, 1962 f:
~3 1 2-

¥

'
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__,-:,~---z .--

-/~P-, '~,
Date of Charter

1g§""O (

State or ( } Federal?

=::

umber of members /,;j_J,,
~otential Membership.;'2--ac') () .
( If you enclose financial state·ment and balance sheet
omit questions 3 through 7}
Total Assets December 31, 1952 $ 9'o 27«..2.3 .
7
·3 f
• Net Profit l952___

Jt~d .f l ~.

Value of Guaranty Fund $.~

.-

Did your CU pay a dividend !or 1952?~

~

It

s_______

ri'hat was your treasurer's salary for('.J1952?__

Amount loaned in 1952 , ; . ? ' . ' ! £ ~umber or 1952 loans

Value of Loans outstanding at the end of 1952 $
O. Unsec ~ ~~1m1.t

1 Number

or

bad lo ~

$,/'20 ~ .

f/ ~ ~. Z:Y

Secured Loan Limit $

en oft in 1952

tJ .

~Sf

j £()0 ~

Value $

l

0

Monthly interest rate on unpaid loan balance is---------·
Are

payments for shares made through payroll deduct~ons?

Do you have loan insurance?~

Number of aalried employee~

~

life savings
t;::;:than treasurer_.............._____""'-

Does your CU have more than one office?~
Office space obtained through: ~ ~
() School Authorities
( ) Federal Government
( } State Government
() Rental
eek ~ noy the following_ extra services which you CU offers
to its m era.
(
a·;}f ing Service
Others
( ~ Group Life Insurance
( } Group Auto Insurance
( } Income Tax Service
1
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ILLIJmS
1. Date of Charter l ~
2o Number of members

(~tate or ( ) Federal?

£'( .

t>otential Membership ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ : : . G - ~
(If you enclose financial statement and balance shee
omit questions 3 through 7)
o Total Assets December 31, 1952 •---------------·
4. Net Profit 1952__

5o

s_______.

Value of Guaranty Fund

'------o

6. Did your CU pay a dividend for 1952?~

7. What was your treas urer'a salary for 1952?

8. Amount loaned in 1952 $___________•

If so what,?..___

.
.1)

~

Number o f ~ - - - - -

9. Value of Loans outstanding at the end of 1952 '---------------

----

• Unsecured Loan Limit$

•

Secured Loan Limit•---------

Number of bad loans written off in 1952 ~ Value
• Monthly interest rate on unpaid loan balance is

/

I_______
~.

Are payments for shares made through payroll deductions?
Do

you have loan insurance?~

4-2?

, life savings insurance~

• Number of salried employees other than treasurer~
Does your CU have more than one office?

'?:z:tg

Office space obtained through: ~ ~-"- ~
(Yj' School Authorities - 4 - ~ ~ ( ) Federal Government
( ) State Government
( ) Rental
Check any of the following extra services which you CU offers
to its ~!Jlll:>ers.
( ,.;,r B :iy i.ng Service
Others
( ) Group Life Insurance
( ) Group Auto Insurance
( ) Income Tax Service

52
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TBOBNTDN T<JoTNSRIP TEACHER ' S CREDIT UNIOli

HtiM

te of Charter 19

sz.

(X) State or C ) Federal?

C

er of members
o
Potential Membership 1e;r
you ncloee r ancial statement and balance sheet.
omit questions 3 throush 7)
.
a As se s
ecember 31, 1952 $, <l'f Z,f: f~

G

et Profit 1952__....f.____~_ 7___
1,._,_z__ •

%2,,1·

lue of Guaranty Fund$

0

1'?

t/'Z

Number of 1952 loans

/~

1d your CU pay a dividend for 1952?~.

Wh at was your treasure~ salary for 1952?
Amount 1 oaned in 1952 $

S ¥() .f'

0

If so what

I

?1,-.,

-

alue or Loans outstanding at the end or 1952 $ ;.,S- v/,.' 'I
Unsecured Loan Limit $ ~o

O

o

Secured Loan Limit

, ber of bad loans written off in 1952

fkn.+. -

f k40 t>

Value

thly interest rate on unpaid loan balance is ,

/

.

I

'I,. ~ $

,1Q"'T1)~ ~~~/,-V-Z,

.re payments for shares made through payroll deductions?

;e

you h ve loan 1nsurance?....a;',~~
Q ---' life savings insurance }t.,o
ber of

alried employees other than treasurer

your CU have more than one office?
Of fice space obtained through:
(><) School Authorities
C ) S~ate Government
t

Y1P:x,---

?-'2...>

( ) Federal Government
( ) Rental

ck any of the following extra services which you CU offers
ts meml:>ers.
) B ·Wing Service
Others
C ) Group Life Insurance
( ) Group Auto In urance
) Income Tax Service

1
\.._d~~)

~ ~ ~,~

... ..
_

~~~

~~~

{"'

~
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THOR.t"JTON TOWl~SHIP TEACHERS CREDIT UNION
Financial Report for Year Ending December 31, 1952
FINAlJCIAL STATEMENT
Receipts

Disbursements

Shares
t>2755o50
Loans Repaid by
Members
4407.36
Interest Received
317.67
Entrance Fees
2.so
(Tlt!B law r0quires
tl:lrese to be transferred to Reserve
Fund)
Credit Union Committee
Budget from Fae.
Association
30.00
(to )ay Auditing
Fee
Total Receipts
7c:"13.03

Shares Withdrawn
Loans to Members
Dividends Paid
Expenses:
Insurance on Loans
Fee to St.Auditor
Dues--Ill. C. D.
League
Bond Officers
CUNA Magazine
Bank Charges
Purchase of Seal
Post., Supplies

Caeh on Hand
Jan. 1, 1952

Cash on Hand
Dec. 31, 1952

727.23

-

$i8"2tio~

Total Disbursemerl'ts

$ 655.00

5405.00
155.00
24.,61
2.5.06
• 78
6.oo
1.50
2.81
8.03
2.26
6286.0.5
1954.21
$r24o.N

PROFIT AND WSS
Expenses
Office Supplies
Other Expenses
(See Above)
Total Expense
Balance

Income
2.26

$

Interest Received
Budget~ Fae. Assoc.

~

317.67
30.00

68.79

n~
-~:']11.62
~

347.67
BALANCE SHEET
Liabilitj_es

Assets
Loans
Cash on Hand

~2521.64
1954.21

Shares
Reserve Fund
;2.. ~-o
Ent. ~,· ~es
20% of Net
Earnings 55.32
:, ,.1:

Total

C ·;

1

Jan.l,'52 3~.u5
97.67
Undivided Earnings
80~ Net Earn. 221.30
Less Div.Paid 155.00
Balance
66.30
Bal. Jan.'52
11.38
77.68
Total
---~.14475. 55
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I

UNION TEACHERS CREDIT UNION

11aa11tbo

.JSSSSI 11 I
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1 -,

or14 wa,

cnwrn ,. lib! ION'.

l 30 NQR'J'H WEtJS
CHIC4r-O, IlJJNQIS

0() State or ( ) Federal?

l . Date of Charter 19'!Jl.

3

i .s;- o Potential Membership 9.(1'77
(If you enclose inancial statement and balance sUeet
omit questions 3 through 7)
Total Assets December 31, 1952 $-""__,_0..._....,.._...._-...:

4

Net Profit 1952

2. Number or members

o

f

Value of Guaranty Fund

S-~ S' ./
I 'fl) 7

ZS:~

Did your CU pay a dividend for 1952?-r=--·
What was your treasurer15 salary for 1952?
Amount loaned in 1952

•

i 9~~8'1'f~~

,3

If eo what~?

f

l.

[n.!!!-

Number ot 1952 loans

/ ,57/6

Value or Loans outstanding at the end of 1952 f--:./~c.;....c....~...w..:...
Unsecured Loan Limit $ Soe:dJI

Secured Loan Limit $_

Number or bad loans written off in 1952 - - - ·

Value

S

d7J

P-

~ ~ '31~~

/~~:...rrv-q
~

12. Monthly interest rate on unpaid loan balance is

1/JJL ?'A

13. Are payments for shares made through payroll deductions? ~
Do

you have loan insurance?~

, life savings insurance~

• Number of salried employees/ other than treasurer

~

Does your CU have more than one office?
Office space obtained through:
() School Authorities
( ) State Government

<~)
(~

Federal Government
Rental

Check any or the following extra services which you CU offers
t.o 1 ts meml:lere.
( ) a· :1f ing Service
( ) Group Life Insurance
00 Group Auto Insurance
() Income Tax Service
____
~

W-fM( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

176

1. lvr$A ,µ-_

1~
-.

T
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IINIJZFBSI TI OF I U I NOIS WPI OYEES ' CREDIT llNI ON

URBANA

II:IJIPIS

te of Charter 19 $1'- ( )6 State or ( ) Federal?
umber of members...2£'!!~0 Potential Membership__________o
(If you enclose financial statement and balance sheet
omit questions 3 through 7)
tal Assets December 31, 1952 #
•
et Profit 1952_f
_ _ _ _ _ _ _.
al ue ot Guaranty Fund

•·

•

i d your CU pay a dividend for 1952?
at was your treaeurerl! salary for 1952?
ount loaned in 1952 $

0

It so what~?

0

(.~f; !!--

'

Number ot 1952 loans_ /ot;,

Val ue ot Loans outstanding at the end ot 1952 $_______________
~
.
.
4t
- .A',g.~
ec ured Loan Limit $ ,"'1~
. Secured Loan Limit v .,.......:,
ber ot bad loans written off in 1952 !.§,,.~ Value • - - - o thly interest rate on unpaid loan balance is

t,.

/

payments for shares made through payroll deductions? ~;:;;
you have loan insurance?~

, life savings insurance~

.ber of salried employees other than treasurer.,
your CU have more than one office?
ice space obtained through:
( ) School Authori ti.es
(>," State Government

~

l

()

{) Federal Government
() Rental

'eek any ot the following extra services which you CU offers
o its meml:>ers •
( ) B·:iying Service
Others
( ) Group Life Insurance
~ Group Auto Insurance
( ) Income Tax Service

(!;?!;;,
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AHHUAL STATEMENT
University of Illinois Employees' Credit Union
for the year Ended December 31, 1952
Assets
December 31

December 31

1952

Cash............................................ $ 32,940.01
Petty Cash ................................ .
25.00
U.S. Bonds............................... . 152,134.00
1,180.97
Furniture & Fixtures...............
Prepaid Insurance ................... .
266.78
Loans......................................... . 402,857.65
$ 589,404.41

1951

46,288.36
25.00
99,678.00
1,399.47
452.95
341,996.72
$ 489,840.50

$

Liabilities
December 31

December 31

1952

168.05
Accounts Payable...................... $
72.00
Interest Reserve........................
Reserve Fund........................... .
30,280.55
Undivided Earnings................ .
1,711.38
Contingent Fund...................... . *11,500.00
Shares....................................... _ 545,672.43
$ 589,404.41

* $500.00

1951

142.10
96.00
25,273.86
1,536.31
12,000.00
450,792.23
$ 489,840.50

$

transferred from Contingent Fund to Undivided Earnings

* * *

PROFIT ARD LOSS STATEMENT
Income
Interest Received on Loans.......................................... $ 39,368.13
Interest on Bonds.........................................................
2,555.00
Other Income.................................................................
271.34
Entrance Fees...............................................................
98.00
Undivided Earnings.....................................................
249.28
$ 42,541.75

Expenses
Insurance on Share and Loan Accounts..................... $ 5,607.71
Salaries......................................................................... .
3,036.31
Miscellaneous Expense.................................................
2,862.37
Office Expense.............................................................. .
1,049.92
----Total Expense
$ 12,556.31
Net Income
$ 29,985.44

* * *

DISTRIBUTION

£':!...~·-························

Dividends...........................
$ 24,038.21
Reserve Fund................................................................
5,947.23
Total Distribution $ 29,985.44
Number of Members at the close of the year ........ 1969
Number of Borrowers at the close of the year...... 947

Your Credit Union is examined annually by the
State Auditors ollice. the same as a State Bank or
Trust Company.
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.llNIVERSI.TY QF _J:LLJllOIS. ~LC.REDI't.. UNION #3

45::!:3,t:> P~;..

&Ji,C' 0 .;.~ /

•

<S>~ {

CHIC ar-0, ILilHOIS

()0 State or ( ) Federal?

o ... Ch

------

" · . ,:,er of
( I! you

bors
cl
fina
or.i1t q·

Total A

Decem e:t"

o

• Net Pro .. i , 1952
~o

L

Iii ns 3 , :··

S -4-f+ l S'.

c·,

7o \'.';'hat was

1

·sh

~.Z-.,. (

•

p .... ~ - " ·

~

•

"I.

13.

ro

.) « - Dr)_ .

.axe

16. Do

-

't? Lf"!o

z,vo. oo
~1)+.L.$.

Number of 1952 loans_____

87, 17/. t.f{

>
~ecured r.oan
Limit ,,
~ 'v.,
...,
....
0

•

000

Value $

?lonthly interest rate on unpaid loan balance is

" Nu b

r/ o

$

·a1ue of Loans outstanding at the encl of 1952 $

L '?a

of'

t

"'. 1/;

your CU have more than one o

.I.

0 0

-

I' •

-0

1 ("le

l8e Check any of the follov,lnr

(11\.

Ve)

L

i e?~--

4

/

Offic~ace obtained through:
School Authorities
(
St te Government

c)

1/o

li!e savings insure, 1ce

alrled employees other than treasurer

·

;;;r

payments for ah.aroi.:; made through payroll deductions?

l,!., Do yoi, have loan 1naurunce? . ~:tl,.~
C.

~f co \'9he.t

+-a..~

llo Number of bad loans written off in 1952
0

0

'¥v ___ •

ur treasure:\3 salary for ~962?;

~ •...o an• Li mit ;Ii'
~ /
lo ., Un S e c ure"'

l

7)

$_.L.obfJZ,73

iay a dividend for l952?J/,:!!::i_ ..

8. Amount loaned in 1952

-·

Potential Me1bershi
., c c ~ ~
·tatem tuna

l, 1952

Value of Guaranty Fund_ $ ;). /

6. Did yo1.1r

fo

•

( ) Federal Cove!\n
C ) Ren(al

.. "

.. tr.a services which you CU offers
t.o 1 ts meml:>era.
( ) awing Servic ·
Others
C ) Group Life nsur nee
C><) Group Auto In urance
C ) Income Tax Service

-t:J.
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Urbana PuhJ ic Schools Credit Union

1Jr\?ana,
Illioob
l. Date of Charter 19.J!..

( II) State or () Federal?

ot members £Z
o Potential Membership_.../..,..(#_o_.1:_ _..
(If you enclose financial statement and balance sheet
omit questions 3 through 7)
3 o Total Assets December 31, 1952 '---------------·
2o Number

4 o Net Profit 1952

a

•

5. Value ot Guaranty Fund

I

•

6 . Did your CU pay a dividend for 1952?

7. What was your treasurer-'5 salary for 1952?

8 Amount loaned in 1952 $
9 o Value

or

•

--- ~ ·

I

Number ot 1952 loans~

I

Loans out.standing at. the end of 1952

Unsecured Loan Limit $

/412• -

u

~?_J__

It so what

•

~g I(, {,/;

Secured Loan Limit $ ~ ()fr), -

Number ot bad loans written off in 1952

---

•

Value

----

I

Monthly interest rate on unpaid loan balance is~,~/- ---~·

Are payments for shares made through payroll deductions? <t+D
Do you have loan insurance?~

, life savings insurance~

• Number of salried employees ~ her than treasurer

.rd'M'I

~

Does your CU have more than one office?
Office space obtained through:
(
School Authorities
( ) State aovernment

() Federal Government
( ) Rental

8. Check any ot the following extra services which you CU offers
to its meml:>ers.
( v'f a·,,v ing Service
Others
("'1 Group Life Insurance
( ) Group Auto Insurance
( ) Income Tax Service
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· :m.

---PR )FIT

,I\J

-. ,t·

-1: Pl:.tJL_c •·c •

e,

-----

S':.

~~ ~

·,:, .u:MBER

YEA :

31,

l 5.c-2_ __

"!HCOME:

Interes~ reoeiv don Loans
Ent.1.•ance fee
Tot:. Incom

.205 9 ·

EXPENSES:

4.so

Dues: ! 1 1. Credit t.inion League
Bonda: President's & TreasUJter•s
Auditing Expense

22 $)
2$ol0
3 .,17

Supplies EJroense (pass books ·

---

Total ~enses
Net Pro.fit
r .r1111ce .fees t .. nsterred :o Reserve Fund
Traner rred to J -dlvide~ Eal'nings
0 · ( llglance of Jndi r1ded Earnines
&

1: • Balance

of :ndivided Earning ·
declarat1 ·
d1v1dent·.

_._ -

-

.._ -

-

•·- -

-

-

I :·' CEL.LANEOUS I ) F'OR

-a -

...... -

-

-

t

._ - "" -

jeet

·-

-

• • -- -

•• -

-

-

TI

'!umber o.f Mombe · J ,
}·ambers added d r ng .b i
r otal
· · ·hdrewn durin _ ye J·
h nber of m l;:) .. r ~ Decem

40

1, 19.5-y r

11

-sr
~

nnber of bo1"ro · : rs I' ·c · h r 31, 19.5;

9

.1ted,

J.

e · cNevin.,

Tr, :1sure-r

.,. -

-

_. -

-
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T.Rl!!ASURER• S REPORT TO STOCKHOLDERS

Annual Meeting January 27. 19$3

URBANA PUBLIC SCHOOLS CREDIT UNIOlf
DALAHCE SHEET. URBABA PUBLIC SCHOOLS CREDIT UBIOJI
Deoember )! 1 19$
A~f.6TSt

Cash
Loans to Members
Total Assets

2,712.90

1,aes.66

LIABILITIES

Bone
~

WORTH

Sbarea

Reeerve Fund
Undivided Pro£1ts
. Total Ret Worth

Respeotrully submitted,

•
J.E. KcBevin, 'l'reasurer

I
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. T

CARBCNDAJ.E
Il,EDIOIS

2. Number or members If o

l. Date of Charter 19!1 .

o

(

"1 State or ( ) Federal?

~~~

Potential Membership ;>, 41.. ~ e,...~.., ~t.~
( If you enclose financial statement and balance sheet~
.JO.:L.. .; ~ .
omit questions 3 throush 7)
Total Assets December 31. 1952 $ l *o, 'TS-j • 3 o
•

• Net Profit 1952

S

o

5'02.~

5o Value of Guaranty Fund

t.

•

I 5o o,

iT

•
6 0 Did your CU pay a dividend for 1952? ~ •

3

If so what '/,?

7. 'r"ihat \'Pas your treasurer's salary for 1952?_1_1_2._·o_ _ _ __
8 . Amount loaned in 1952 $

II a~ 'fo. 0 j

.

Number of 1952 loans S7

9 o Value or Loans outstanding at the end of 1952 $

Unsecured Loan Limit $ ~ o o,

..

f o,

2., ~, 'f f

Secured Loan Limit f .2 oo o

Number or bad loans written off in 1952

--~

•

Monthly interest rate on unpaid loan balance is

.

Value $

,..r. S 'I

• , .~ µ
f/ \..

, ..

Are payments for shares made through payroll deductions?
a

Do

you have loan insurance?

*3 ,

0\,\.

k..)

life savings insurance

!2--:

• Number of salried employees other than treasurer___~ ---~• Does your CU have more than one office?

k-6

Office space obtained through:
( ) School Authorities
( ) Federal Government
( ) State Government
( ) Rental
~~~.
Check any of the following extra services which you CU offers
to its meml:>ers.
( ) B··~ing Service
Others
( ) Group Life Insurance
( ) Group Auto Insurance
( ) Income Tax Service

,,fnrD,,

~

•
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KANE COINTY TEACHEB 1 S CREDIT UNION

EJ.OIN

UIJNQTS

( ~ a t e or ( ) Federal?

Date of Charter l ~'/,

l

2o Number of members

qe/£

o Potential Membership____..,....,,--,
(If you enclose !iriancial statement and balance
omit questions 3 ,tJlJ"Ol.:J8h 7)
~ Total Assets December 31, 1952 i/,;.3"'#.~1,&f:
•

$.J?/1:/:?-.J.r •

Value of Guaranty Fund

!!-:·

It eo whet. ~?

• Did your CU pay a dividend for 1952?

What

was

your treasurer\! salary for 1952?

Amount loaned in 1952

$/?~,('/,3,$
•

S/rffp~

Number of 1952 loans ~ ~

iLZZ.Lk~t&

Value ot Loans outstanding at the end ot 1952
o

... ~ d J ! l l )

Unsecured Loan Limit ~

u

Secured Loan Limit $ m-./---......

Number ot bad loans written oft in 1952 ()
2.

~ interest

J.. 8

•

rate on unpaid ~~an bal~Je,..1!
~ ,t'ao~

/l

Value $

(J)

f,.S"
U 'f,. ..j JJ
M!&4

•
....>,
,uLIp A..~Hi.

Are payments for shares made through p{ yroll deductions? ~ ~
Do you have loan insurance?~

, lite savings insurance~

Number of ealried employees other than treasurer

42.d<'<f -:::;-

• Does your CU have more than one off1ce?:fk£2
Office space obtained through:
~~ ~chool Authori )r.,es

#P.ifo- "'t..~~,

·

~

Federal Government
C ) Rental

Che=k any of the following extra servic a which you
to 1 ts mem1>ers •
C ) B 1y ing Service
( ) Group Life Insurance
( ) Group Auto Insurance
( ) Income Tax Service

CU

offers

65

KNOX COUNTY SCHOOL EMPLOYEES CREDIT UNION
GALESBURG
ILLINOIS
l. Date of Chart.er 19 41.

(I) St.ate or ( ) Federal?·

• Number of members 175
o
Potential Membership
400
(If you enclose financial statement. and balance sheet
omit quest.ions 3 through 7)
3o Total As sets December 31 • 1952 $ 42 1310.89
•
• Net Prof 1 t, 1952

S 2,331.66

•

Reserve

5. Value of CXIU&DJ Fund f :U.53.25

•

If so what t!?_4__

• Did your CU pay a dividend for 1952? Yes ..
7~

What was your treas urer'a salary for 1952?
Amount loaned in 1952 $J5 1 240.U

_o

S 300.00

Number ot 1952 loans 79

9. Value of Loans out.standing at the end of 1952 $

34,139,02

Secured Loan Limit , ___B_o_
ne___

10 . Unsee ured Loan Llmi t, $500.00

11. Number of bad loans wrl t.t.en off in 1952 None

•

Value

12. Monthly interest, rate on unpaid loan balance ls

• One

I

---:'•

13. Are payments for shares made through payroll deduct.ions?
Do you have loan insurance?

•

Yes

No

, life savings insurance_!!!

• Number of salried employees other than treasurer

BOD&

----

Does your CU have more than one office? Bo
c

Office space obtained through:
(X) School Authorities
C ) St.ate Government.

( ) Federal Government.
( ) Rent.al

Check any' of the following extra services which you CU offers
to its memlJere.
( ) B ·W lng Service
Others
( ) Group Life Insurance
( ) Group Auto Insurance
( ) Income Tax Service

INFORLATI ~ SH .r.T
I ENIS

car I FGF
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CREDIT U?JIOU

LOCKPORT
IIJ,INOIS

l. Date of Charter 19:f.f.

tate or ( ) Federal?

(~

9-

5 .. Potential Membership._.~- - - - ·
(If you enclose financial statement and balance shee\
omit questions 3 through 7)
3 .. Total Assets December 31, 1952 '--------------·
4. Net Prof 1 t 1952_1
_________•
2o Number of members

(ttJ.tlVV.C..

5o Value of Guaranty Fund • - - - - - - ·

6 •. Did your CU pay a dividend for 1952? ~

If ao what '/,?

.

3

7. What was your treasurer15 salary for 1952?_,.s_..
Q_____
8. Amount loaned in 1952 $

-

•

Number or 1952 loans

~

'

lJ-.J<, sU .
<(o -~.. Secured Loan Limit I / Q o (T!:: ,

9 o Value of Loans outstanding at the end of 1952 $ .S-.
l Oo Unsecured Loan Limit $

ll o Number or bad loans written off in 1952

"

•

120 Monthly interest rate on unpaid loan balance is

Value
{.

'
fo.

13. Are payments for shares made through payroll deductions?
140 Do you have · loan insurance?

llll

,Jr,

, life savings insurance A/1,

15. Number of salried employees other than treasurer

ac~~~"WZ.)

16. Does your CU have more than one office?___/. ,___
17. Office ~ace obtained through:
(\11 School Authorities
( ) state Government

() Federal Government
( ) Rental

18. Check any of the following extra services which you CU offers
to 1 ts meml:>ers.
C ) B1~ ing Service
Others
C ) Group Life Insurance
( ) Group Auto Insurance
( ) Income Tax Service
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llffl'IQ COLJEGE CREDIT UNION
Profit & Loss Statement

December

31, 1952

Income:
Interest Income
Expense:
Treasurer & President Bond
I. C. U.. L. Dues

$8.00

4-23
12.53

Total Expenses
Total Net Income - 1952

$109.59

Balance Sheet
Year Ending December 31, 1952
Liabilities:

Assets:

Shares
Dividends Payable
Re serve Fund
Undivided Earnings

Cash

Loans Outstanding

Total Assets

$1824.74

Total Liabilities

$1532.86

42.39

120.61

12a.aa

$1824.74
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Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

FACTS ABOUT
POSTAL'S TEACHER
LOANS by MAIL
YOU ARE ELIGIBLE FOR A LOAN
Any Teacher or other School Employee
whose regular income is sufficient to meet
the monthly payment on a loan can "Bor:row-by-Mail" from Postal Finance Company.

No Personal Interview Required
Regardless of where you live, you can
obtain a cash "Loan by Mail" without a
personal interview. The enclosed confidential "Money Request" contains all of
the information we require.

Only Your Signature Necessary
No signature other than your own is required, unless you are married, in which
case both husband and wife must sign.

You Can Borrow as Much as You Need
You can borrow $50-$100-$200-$300$500 or any other amount up to $1,000.

The Money Is Available for You Now
All applications are acted upon promptly. Our "Mail Loan Service" is speedy
and free from "red tape".

Our Loans are Confidential
All of the information you give us is
kept in strict confidence in our files. We
do _not make inquiry of your friends,
relatives, trades people or others.

Your School Board Is Not Notified
We do not inform or consult your school
board when you borrow from us.

jiatiefadion Ciuaranheb
If within ftfteen days after you receive the
loan you decide for ANY Rl!:ASON WHATSOEVER that you do not need the money,
you may return to us the actual amount
you received and there will be absolutely
NO CHARGE OR COST to you.

POSTAL F I N A ~ '

No Principal Payment Required During
Your Payless Vacation Months
Principal payments are required only
during the months in which you receive
a teaching salary. You may take as long
as 20 months to repay.

Cost of a Loan
The total cost of a loan depends on the
amount of money you borrow and how
long you keep it-therefore, you control
the cost. You always have the privilege
of paying more than the agreed monthly payments. The sooner you repay, the
less your loan costs.
Our rates conform with the provisions
of the State Law governing the making
of loans. You can now easily borrow the
money you need with the convenience
of monthly payments.
The monthly payments shown In the schedule below
ln<"lude BOTH the prbaclpal Installment and the
Interest cost and will repay the loan In full lf
oai·mf'ntN are made on tiehedulr.
12
15
CASH LOAN
10
YOU GET
Pa:,menta Pa:rmenta Pa:,ments

$10.05
$ 8.40
$ 6.72
15.07
12.60
10.08
20.09
ioo
16.75
13.43
25.02
20.85
250
16.70
29.94
24.93
300
19.95
34.72
28.87
350
23.06
39.39
'60
32.70
26.05
43.98
450
- 36.46
28.96
48.54
500
40.17
31.83
93.04
1000
76.31
59.59
The interest is figured on the unpaid principal balances only which becomes smaller
each month as the loan is repaid.
Interest is figured at 3% per month on that
portion of the balance owing up to $150,
2 lh % on that. portion of the loan over $150
and up to $300 and only % of 1 % ,on that
portion ·of the loan over · $300 and up to
$1000. These rates are in accordance with
the provisions of the Small ·Loan Law of
the State· of Nebraska.
$ 100

150

POSTAL FIIAICE CO.
OMAHA. NEBRASKA

COPYRIGHTED

19153• -L. F. GOODMAN

1539

POSTAL FJNANCE COMPANY

•

. .. U.1.hl. m .

PERSONA.l,

SUITE

LOAl'-f.S $-50 To

200

OMAHA

$

IOOO

KEELJNE 8UILD1NG

2.: NEBRASKA

YOU CAN OBTAIN
A TEACHERS• VACATION LOAN
UP TO $1000 NOW l
We are pleased to offer you our new Vacation Loan Plan for Teachers and other men
and women engaged in school work. Iol.\ can borrow any amount from $50 to $1000 on
Your Signature Only ••• Entirely ~ Mail ••• in the privacy of your home.
For over 46 years the Management of the Postal Finance Company has been serving
thousands of teachers everywhere ••• in rural schools, town and city schools, college
and universities.

:,,

!f
j'

! •

''

When you borrow-by-mail from Postal Finance,
you are assured of dignity and respect of
privacy because we make no inquiries from your
friends, relatives, tradespeople or school
authorities. What's more ••• no signers or
witnesses are necessary ••• no security requi
••• no insurance ••• no fees •••no deductions •••
you receive the ful+ amount of the loan.

I'

r

You can get the money now for vacation expens
••• to attend summer school or to improve your,
professional standing ••• pay up accumulated b
or to provide yourself with Cash until you receive your first pay check in the Fall.
No principal payments will be required durg
the vacation months that you do not receive a
teaching salary check ••• you pay only the inte
est ••• then, when you receive your first pay
check in the Fall, you start repaying in convenient monthly payments.
Kindly read the back-side of this letter
explaining the many outstanding features of
"Teachers Borrow-by-Mail" Plan. Then fill in
the enclosed Note and simple "Money Request"
for the amount you need--ma1i to us in the
enclosed 11 postage-freen envelope and your re
will be handled promptly.
Sincerely yours,

President

IY1
SEE OTHER SI ~

~ \tttiU\\\

\tQ\\\

~ ~ \\tt~'~

ACT
0
GUARANTEEYOUR ~ ~ n - - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
PAYMENTS WITH
"THRIFTY" TODAY

PAYMENT SCHEDULE
When writing in the amount of your loan, the "ThrUty"
plan may be included by uaing the red figures.

12 MONTHLY PAYMENTS
Amt. of
Loan

SI()()

150
200
250
300
350
400
450
500

Monthly Pm't.
without
'"Thrifty"

Amt. of Loan
with
''Thrifty''

$10.07
15.10
20.09
25.02

110<1.8!
157.2!1
209.6"
262.00

29.!M
3".72
39.39
43.98
48.54

31".37
366.67
418.91
471.11
523.30

Monthly Pm't.
with
"''l'hrifty''
S

10.55
15.83
21.0<I
26.20
31.33
36.28
41.14
45.91
50.83

16 MONTHLY PAYMENTS
\mt. of
Loan
1100
150
200

250
300
350
400

450
500

Amt. of Loan
with
''Thrifty''

Mon~rbPm't.
''Thrifty''

$ 8.
12.60
16.75
20.85

1105.04
157.56
210.05
262.51

S 8.82
13.23
17.57
21.87

24.93
28.87
32.70
·36.46
<I0.17

31".!MI

367.32
419.112
471.88
524.10

26.13
30.21
3".17
38.09
41.!M

Monthly Pm't.
without
''Thrifty''

"°

The "ThrUty" plan will make your loan payments if
you are totally disabled by sickness or accident for 14
days or more and under the care of a doctor. The
"Thrifty" plan will pay the remainder of your monthly
payments in case of your del),th.

,~1·
....,ti..

"TtlRlffY" PAYS

•

"THRIFTY" PLAN

"THRIFTY

GUARANTEES TO PAY

q
l!fil

NO PHYSICAL EXAMINATIO
Your signed application warrants yours,
to be in good health. You are then i111e
mediately protected - even before yoflt
first payment becomes due.

"THRIFTY" MEANS

ASK ABOUT THE ''THRIFTJ'
PLAN TODAY-IT PAYS!

FREEDOM FROM WORRY

18 MONTHLY PAYMENTS
Loan
$100
150

200
250
300
350
400

450
500

:M onthly Pm't.
without
"Thrifty"

Amt. of Loan
with
"Thrifty"

Monthly Ptn't.
with
"Thrifty"

$ 7.29
10 . 94
14 53
18 08

1105.25
157.88
210.46
263 02

S 7.68
11.51
15.28
19.00

21.60
24.99
28 . 26
31 46
34.61

315 .55
367 99
420 . 35
472.65
524.92

22.68
28.18
29 . 57
32.89
36.17

20 MONTHLY PAYMENTS
Amt. of
Loan
$100
150

200
250

300
350
400
450
500

Monthly Pm·t.
without
''Thrifty"

Amt. of Loan
with
''Thrifty••

Monthly Ptn't.
with
..Thrifty"

S 6.75
10.12
13 . 43
16.70

$105 . 40
158.10
210.74
263 . 36

$ 7.11
10.66
14.13
17.117

19.95

315.96
368.45
420.84
473.17
525.46

24.18
'£7.27

23 . 06
26.05
28 . 96
31.83

•

OMAHA

i

When writing in the amount of your loan, the "Thrifty"
plan may be included by using the red figures.

20.96
30.30
33.28

The "Thrifty" plan will make your loan payments if
you are totally disabled by sickness or accident for 14
days or more and under the care of a doctor. The
"Thrifty" plan will pay the remainder of your monthly
payments in case of your death.
0439-3-52

makes your monthly payments whit
are totally disabled fro~ accident.
pays remainder of monthly payments

"THRIFTY" is designed especially os a
protection for the repayment of a specific
obligation.
When "THRIFTY" makes your payments
you don't have to pay any money back.
Your credit is preserved. Your peace of
mind assured .

PAYMENT SCHEDULE

DOES TH IS:

3 death occurs.

NO WORRY!

CENTRAL STATES HEALTH & ACCIDENT ASSOCIATION

II

your monthly payments while
I makes
are totally disabled from illness.

all your instalments when you are disabled
by illness or occident.
Your payments are made ot the rate of the
average monthly payments as long as you
ore totally disabled.

Amt. of

•

-,_.,~.,. P4ifl".r

~~'\~

THE

;, ,~

..yHRlfT'Y"

2, NEBRASKA

•

T. LESLIE KIZER, PRES

What Signatures Are Required?

S9
No signature other,than your own is required, unless
you are married, in which case botll husband and
wife sign.

How Much Will a Loan Cost?

0:ur rates confonn with the provisions of the state law
governing the makint;J of loans. You can now easily
borrov.1- the money you need with the convenience of
montHlt pa ;m~ts.
Who Is Eligible for a Loan?

Any person whose regular income is sufficient to meet
the monthly payments on a loan is eligible to borrow
by mail from us.

Monthly paymenta shown In ac:hedule below include
BOTH the principal installment and the cost and will
repa7 the loan In full If payments are made on ac:hedule.
CHOOSE THE PLAN THAT FITS YOUR BUDGET

What Size Loans Do You Make?

We loan any amount from $50 up to $300 on a monthly
payment plan.

la a Personal Interview Necessary?
°Regardless of where you live; you can obtain a COQfidential cash loan entirely by mail without a personal
Interview. All you have to do to complete a loan is fill
out the Application and Note and mail to us.
How Soon Can I Get the Loan?
The money is available now. All applications are
acted upon without delay. Our loan service is quick
and oonvenient.

.

WUI the Loan Be Confidential?
All transactions with our Company are confidential,
dignified and pleasant. Your answers to questions in
the Loan Application are kept in strict oonfidence.
Our rule is "keep all transactions confidential."
What Security Is Required?

You can borrow on your own note without endorsers.
loans are also made on furniture or automobile.

Caah Loan
You Get

Payments

18
Payments

JS
Payments

12
Payments

$100
'125
150
175
- 200
225
250
275
l 300

$ 6.75
8.43
10.12
11.77
13.38
14.97
16.54
18.11
19.67

$ 7.29
9.12
10.94
12.73
14.48
16.21
17.92
19.63
21.33

$ 8.40
10.50
12.60
14.66
16.69
18.70
20.69
22.68
24.66

$10.07
12.59
15.10
17.59
20.03
22.46
24.87
27.28
29.68

SELECT
AMOUNT
YOU WANT
TO BORROW

20

The interest charge is figured only on unpaid principal
balance which beoomes smaller each month as the loan
is reduced. The total oost of a loan depends entirely on
how long you keep the money. You always have the
privilege of paying more than the agreed monthly payments. The sooner you repay the less your loan costs.
Interest is figured at 3% per month Qn loans up to $150.
If the loan is over $150, interest is figured at 3% per month
on the first $150, and on that part of the loan over $150, the
rate is 2 % per month. These rates are in accordance with .

the provisions of the Small Loan Law of the State of Iowa.

HERE'S AU YOU HAVE TO DO TO GET THE
FILL OUT COMPLETELY THE APPUC~
To Avoid Delay Mail The Application and

you can borrow Confidentially

BORROWER'S
INSTRUCTIONS
1. FILL IN BOX "PRINCIPAL
AMOUNT OF LOAN"
2. SIGN ALL PLACES INDICATED

PRIRCIPAL
AMOUNT
OF LOAN

Note T

J N E - QUICKLY

AND NOTE
Us

t Once. Act

l'DIAL PATNEIIT DUE DATE:

(Fill In Amount of Loan)

Now/

d Privately by moil.

SIOUX CITY, IOWA
DATE ........................................... .

FINAL PAYMENT EQUAL IN
ANY CASE TO THE UNPAID
PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST

Agreed rate { 3% per month on that part of the unpaid principal balance not exceeding $150 and 2% per month on any part thereof exceeding $150;
of lntereal:
computed on the basis of the number of days actually elapsed, a month being any period of 30 COMeCutive daya.

In Consideration of a loan made by STATE FINANCE COMPA>IY at its office in Sioux City, Iowa, in the principal amount above stated,
the undersigned promise to pay to said company at its above office said principal amount together with interest at the above rate until fully paid.
Payment of principal and interest shall be made in consecutive monthly payments as above indicated beginning on the stated due date for the flrBt payment
and continuinir on the same day of each 1uec:eeding month to and including the stated due date for the final payment.
Default in the payme11t of any instalment shall, at payee'• option, without notice, render the then unpaid balance due and payable. State Finance Co. is
licensed by the State of Iowa to make loans as provided in Chapter 536, Code of Iowa, 19'6. It is agreed that the validity 'and construction of this note shall
be determined under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Iowa. Thia note and any evidence of security accompanying it are subjeet to acceptance by
the payee at its office located as shown above. It is underBtood that if the Joan ia not approved this note and any evidence of security accompanying it will be
promptly returned to the underBigned.
~

110 PRINCIPAL PAYMENTS REQUIRED DURING
MONTHS IN WHICH TEACBING SALABY 18
NOT RECEIVED.

Borrower Has PriTilege of Paying More Than
Specified Payments Thereby Reducing Coat

I

I

:
:
I
I

I

I

!
!
I

I

PERSONAL
$1GNATURES
REOUIREO

.

:

~ II

dti11&ril<lllo. '*ll ll...,_. aM wife • • PDSON,6.1.Lf . .,

------------------------------------------- ·--·------------------------------------------------?ii

PEOPLE IN ALL WALKS OF LIFE

I

BORROW FROM STATE FINANCE COMPANY
A Teacher

needed cash to pay a few small bills
and for living expenses while without a teaching income. A loan of $250 was quickly arranged and is
being repaid in monthly installments.

t

t

A Railroad Employee borrowed $ 300 to
outfit his family in clothing, pay balance on his car,
taxes, and clean up store bills. Loan was repaid in
convenient monthly installments out of his regular
income.
An Office Employee wanted to free himself
from an accumulation of debts. The bills totaled only
$150 but we loaned him $200 so he could put his
family on a budget plan.

•

A Postal Employee required cash to pay
accumulated store bills, insurance premiums and to
have car repaired. He obtained a loan for those purposes and also an additional reserve fund for emer.gency expenses.

•

An Army Officer

wanted to pay an accumulation of bills and obtain additional funds for leave
expenses. He borrowed $300 from us and conveniently arranged to pay the loan in monthly installments.

•

A Minister received word that a relative was ill
in a distant city. Money was needed at once. We
made him an immediate loan of $200 to be repaid
monthly.

Our Home Off;ce, Des Moines, /ou,a
952

o,

m •oom 222, 507 Sixth St.

SIOUX CITY 3, IOWA
Sec. 34.66, P. L & R.

TEACHERS/

U.S. POSTAGE

PAID
Dea Moinea, Iowa
Permit No. 963

Get extra cash ••••
Pay past due bllls
Protect your credit • • •

/M,

44

ttttle

44

Robert Wrenn
1036 let
Charleston, Ill•
T
See inside for
COMPLETE
INFORMATION

70

STATE FINANCE COMPANY
IY- - - - - - - - - - - - Person al Loans $50 to $3 0 ( • - - - - - - - - - - - - 222 DAVIDSON BU ILDING

Sioux C tTY 3 ,lowA

YOUR SIGNATURE ANO

6¢ A

DAY MAY

Dear Teacher:
Your signature is all that is required to bring you $100
quick ••• and 6¢ a day is the average cost of this $100 loan
made-by-mail when repaid in twelve equal monthly installments .
And if you nee'd more than $100 (up to $300) for a longer
period of time, the same proportion.ate rate of charge can be
~pplied. Because of your fine profession and the high standing
you have in your conununity, you can, for about the same price
you pay for your morning or evening paper, pay past due bills,
protect your family and your credit, and get extra money to buy
the necessities for the home.
Don't let money problems trouble you when it is so easy to overcome them from the privacy of your own home. Just fill out and
sign the attached Applica,tion and Loan Papers--mail--that 1 s all
there is to it.
No investigators or credit managers to see! Your school board
and frien~s will not know you are applying for a loan. You repay
in convenient monthly installments out of future earnings.
So if you have been wondering how to get additional cash for
school clothes and supplies, for doctor or dentist bills, or for
home br car repairs, find out now just how simple and fast our
plan is. This service was designed especially for you. We know
that teachers are trustworthy and honest and that they have the
high respect of their conununity. We need little or no additional
information except these factors. We are ready to act as soon as
we hear from you.
nationally advertised fifty year old organization is ready to
help you TODAY. Get the .cash you need for any purpose by simply
sending in the attached papers. Then see how fast we can get the
money into your hands! You'll be pleased with our service. ACT
NOW -- SIGN AND MAIL TEE PAPERS TODAY.
Our

-----

PAY DOCTOR BILLS

...---- ®ut ~uaranttt - ~
Aft•r you r•c•iv• th• loan, if you da,cid•
FOR ANY REASON that it 11 not nHd•d,
you may ret11m th• mon•Y to u1 within 10
day1 and th••• will b• NO CHARGE QR
COST to you w h a t ~

Director, Loan Dept.

~
PEOPLE IN ALL
ALKS Of LIFE
BORROW FROM

y MAIL.

US

Thia application la made with the unclentandlns that all Information will be kept CONFIDENTIAL,
If 1 find that I will not need your aen,lce I ahall bs under no obllaation what Joever. If a loan la completed the U. S. Mall ahall be resanled a a my •sen

I want to
borrow .,.___ __

p

Date I will have
in your ffi

••-i,a7111fflt

Age '·----· - --Cbm:t:

0 White

UST BELOW NAMES OF FIRMS YOU BUY FROM.
LIST .A:LL FIRMS TH-AT YOU OWE AND SOME YOU DO NOT OWE•
FILL IN ALL SPACES IF POSSIBLE.
Pl,ymenta
Balance
NAME OF FIRM
I Owe
Per Mo.

- J

D

Colored

D

D Married

Single

If married, how long?·--·---Wife's first ..na...,n,e..,_____ ·- - - - - - - 1 teach: D Grade or High School
D Rural
O Consolidated
u P n.

(;ive name
adrlres, of

$

I

Addres,

$

u r utl

t ~

1 )f

How many months are
you paid this salary?

CIMllr 8Tea.
·- -- - -•Illa·
Prin.

List months au
recrive ~o '
About what date
does school term begin '·-

0

Address

$

$

[1 Coach Total JrS. I

=urrn t utt
tu

Supt. have tMlpt.- .•- - -

Population et town
where will t e a c h l - -~

Auto pay
to (F,n~)

a-

Town wbite
Di,t.
Monthly
last taasbt- --,.--salary? . ~ - - - - If your wife Cor husband)
is employed, state ~ - -- - - - -- --.·-...---- - - - - - - . unr of
Huw lonr
- - - - - - - - ~ plovedl
e- p
t:T - - - - - - - - -

-----.>--.-No.--

~.___ _ __.;.._ _ _ _ _,___ _ _ _ __SalarJt..- - What income other than the aboTe shown do you have? State amount and 90arce,
(Government &llowance, rents, farmiq, pension. other employment. etc.)

Who are d ..t> ·n ct
or. you for u
How lone ,r to'"'
Ho long in 1 ';'OW ltrias!,_ .....,...._-___
where now I. n 1--------Formerly live,!
Jfo
in what town - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' n1 ~
No. of
Check
Renting home Monthly rent or
Which :
Buyinc home payment on home ..a-..---..-- r - • in - - - - - - - Cost of home yn owa
~unt you !'. t
or are buying ...- - - - - ------ - - - on home
~----1 pay rent (or I ,.,
paymenf) to · · ut<e l

1JOT11-·-----------

"••c

Address

$

$

s

$

E&

Address
Clothinr
Store.-·-····- · - - - - - - - - - - - - " " ' 1 - ! !

s

$

Address
Loan or
Finance Co. - - -

s
=---- +-=----+-=-==-=------------Address

$

Dept•.

s

$

1,

-.

t

Arlrlress
Electric
Appliance Store. ...···-······-- ···--

B

·- - ··

s

$

Address
FOR IDENTIFICATION PURP OSES ONLY
L!at c ! - t livlna adult relativea. Fill lat u complet ely u po..n.i..
$

$

lT U !

A 11r~

(---J----------------------------

Prmous
landlord
S r• t
J
- -Amt. of lif•
If fanning,
ins. carried? el-------------arate number of acres?_ _ _ _ _ _ __

T-c.---------

Town

If married, wife'•
pa rents (or husband'• parenta) ..•.

---·--··- -----------"""li~••

Auto you own: r Ma.,_
---( r.). · - - In case of death, sickness, accident or .unemployment. the followins person or
persons would help me pay my Joan:

Str•et address

Other

A~ma~ ------~~~---~-~----...--~-....,...-._......,..~
Who rr
us to you ,,

SIGN
HIERE

State

~-----

.i...,- - -

·I t • •.,.

Str•et address

Town where
I trade rnost - - - - - · - - P o P lation _ _
For what purpose
's money to be usedl--- - -- - - - - - -- - ---.-...._,_,,.__ _ _ ....,._
Bank l .eat
with (~ m

I..--.-

M

Town

lhGN"«

Amount I
owe bank?

State

Size of monthly
How
•..._payments ? S-··-- -- - r e d ?...- - - ·--

-

Present address untiL , - - - - - - -...19....•_.
Street ................................... .......................................

Other ii • ·,

1·

I

-

Str•et address

State

Town
Other Jlelative..- -·-

a I
Mr.
Mrs.

CHECK
(Si111 your f~II n;ame)

s

T own

·-

Strtet addresa

Miss

Summer address
tr

State

Town
1hl

--·''!-

l.

Tn1ttn

Teaching address
Stred... · ·····--·····--···--·······--····-------···--·····---·-··-

St

Tn\\.· n

St

DENT

UNITED

·=~~/,
.;-_ .:--:~r·--;-..

STATES

DEPARTMENT

LA~OR

OF

Maurice I.Tobin, Secretary

--v--·---·--•"'!".-·-------·--Ei-re_c_u_t-iv_e_2_42_0_ __
Flexner, rbct .. 458

FOR RELEASE: Friday PM Fdit;lons
September 19 1 1952

E

~
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CRmIT UNIONS 1951
State and Federally-chartered credit unions together had over

5 million members in 1951, according to annual estinntes issued by the

IRIS

u.s.,, .

Department of Labor's Bureau ot Labor Statistics, Outstanding loans at the

end

or

th~ year tot~lled close to $750 1 000 1 000 1 according to preliminary

estimates, Mortgage loans constituted 29 percent of the loans outstanding
at the end of 1951 in the 21 States supplying tl:lisinfo;omation,
The follcndng Rrej.iminary fisures for 1951 uere released by the
Bureau:

CREDIT UNION OPE~TIOHS

195J.

---~-..............- ....-- ·-·-------·--..------- .....
:
1

Stnte and
Federal

I

:

·--...-.... ..
State
only
.---.i..--.-• "

------------------··-,----·----11;275
Number of active associations
Number of members

•
:
:

'

••

5,196,518

-

17
y

••
l
I

••

747;'363

1,040;422
59;696

1,198,402

39,789

:

••

:

(Thousands

I

Amount of loans outstanding st end
of year
Peid in share capital
neserves
Total assets
Net earnings
Dividends on shares
Loans secured by real estate
outstanaing at end of year

i

••

:
:
S·

••

ii

=·

zj

•

I
I

5,877
2,732,620

or

do+lars)
447;6<Y7

583,020
43,417
69J,6C8
21;431
15,364

73,Hi9

J/

Not yet avaiiableior FederoJ. credit tmion-s-,,--------Loc.ns secured b:, · rei:il estate are not grrmted by Federal
credit unions.
J,/ Twenty-one States,

L.S, 53-1032
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Operations of
Credit Unions in 1950
CREDIT UNIONS in the United States, continuing
the steady progress which they have been making
TABLE

J.

ToBIN,

Secretary

since the end of World War II, established a new
all-time high in 1950. Assets, for the first time,
exceeded $1 billion, and loans made during the
year closely approached that figure. Further,
the rate of progress was greater in 1950 than in
1949, with membership increasing 12.7 percent,

!.-Operations, a8Bets, and earnings of credit unions in 1949 and 1950, by State
[Some revlsions In 194911.gures on basis of later Information]

State and type of Year
charter

Number of
associations

Number
of
members
Total Report.
active Ing I

All States•••••••••• 1950 10,681 10,569
•1949 10,073
5, 6f11
11949 6,427
Federal •••••••• 1950 4,984
1949 4,646

State .......... 1950

Alabama........... •1950
1949

Alaska• ........... 1950
1949
Arizona••••••••••.• 1950
1949
Arkansas .......... •1950
'1949
California.••••....• 1950
1 1949
Canal Zone o•.••..• 1950
1949
Colorado ••••••••..• 1950
1949
Connecticut•••••.• 1950
1949
Delaware'········· 1950
1949
Dist. of Columbia. 1950
1949
Florida •••••••••.•• 1950
1949
Georgia ............ 1950
1949
Hawaii• ........... 1950
1949
Idaho .......•...... 1950
11949

9,897
6,685
6,402
4,984
4,496

90
87
11
12
29

89
83
11
12

30

29
34
33
601
653
6
5
124
113
293
271
8
9
121
118
217
197
168
150
106
103
36
33

34
33
603

565
5
5
124
116
293
274
8
10
121
120
218

203
166
151
106
105
36
36

29

4,609,362
4,090,721
2. 482,639
2,271,115
2,126,823
1,819,606
47,049
43,022
1,855
1,372
8,750
7,376
7,301
6,002
367,706
310,892
2,949
1,984
47,509
37,362
124,482
108,614
3,830
3,349
113,736
96,772
71,762
62,710
64,542
68,101

43,220
40,529
7,087
6,221

Number
Amount of loans
of loans
made
during Madeduring Outstanding
year
year
end of year

Reserves

Paid in
share
capital

(guaranty
fund,
general

Total assets

reserve,

Net earn·
ings

etc.)

Div!•
dends
on
sharest

3,301,596 $996, 959, 441 $679,696,474 $850, 207, 504 $68, 989, 420 $1, 005, 000, 855 $35, 510, 509 $12,672,9M
3,010,352 781, 632, 983 504, 132, 805 700, 936, 568 43,348,044
827, 088, 969 26,012,471 17,696,100
1,741,872 529, 170, 807 415, 860, 636 488, 282, 726 39,361,379
599, 165, 879 19,761,954 12,672,964
1,670,686 432, 720, 696 329, 485, 441 415, 93o, 634 33,379,746
510,726,465 14,971,767 10,137,517
1,559,723 466, 788, 634 263, 736, 838 361, 924, 778 29,638,041
(')
406, 834, 976 16, 768, 555
1,339,667 348, 912, 287 174,647,364 286, 000, 934
9,968,298
316, 362, 504 11,040,704
7, 61i8, 683
79,737
80,142
1,499
760
6,842
6,398
5,978
4,963
279,468
233,308
2,882
1,757
34,896
22,641
I 87,349
78,467
2,975
2,393
• 74,209
64,859

16,761,974
13,950,217
423,037
153,829
2,672,211
1,937,812
1,076,268
869,396
99,166,472
74,492,079
111,825
63,485
12,715,434
8,895,610
27,962,974
20,413,173
856,949
643,597
22,300,676
16,932,034
20,135,061
68,808
16,679,230
68,250
146,420 • 12, 449, 603
144,895 • 10, 638, 648
28,551
13,942,742
9,635,441
22,823
•4, 129
1,260,755
•4,812
• 1,110,995

7,634,176
6,636,232
179,215
69,336
1,603,895
1,088,939
628,156
481,792
69,407,481
49,306,769
68,762
25,806
8,706,676
6,184,447
14,256,185
9,430,600
592,269
372,112
13,707,713
9,409,640
12,215,678
8,876,036
9,184,577
7,581,886
8,050,890
5,061,446
849,803

688,424

8,263,079
7,424,854
215,329
99,028
1,658,826
1,141,482
836,005
714. 505
74,974,406
67,016,448
83,119
44,547
9,679,792
7,600,865
26,710,568
20,712,449
667,467
482,987
16,946,186
12,637,051
13,991,045
11,244,448
3,699,156
2,991,270
15,393,933
13,340,834
'924,940
782,933

994,266
796,291
11,070
776
150,821
39,032
70,316
39,919
4,816,977
2,070,037
3,048
703
663,103
322,520
1,690,318
629,936
63,137
21,264
1,396,981
669,496
1,061,389
488,075
1,165,186
772,293
1,064,654
459,221
76,600
•25, 702

10,238,383
9,086,173
233,434
101,608
1,849,972
1,303,636
911,462
783,393
87,709,472
66,234,330
86,315
45,225
11,189,260
8,771,540
29,260,678
23,145,940
734,821
637,044
18,966,493
13,973,079
16,142,239
12,608,618
12,333,761
10,737,088
17,704,186
14,979,673
1,045,199
884,868

486,003

286,000

398,179
9,698
1,846

(')

90,909

69,061
52,967
33,880
3,578,432
2,362,422
1,915
7 90
446,111
313,308
868,929
626,076
31,276
21,010
723,051
491,782
776,277
I 446,294
1486,267
1368,391
524,188
404,641
43,183
131,220

260,244
1,531
2,722
40,608
25,000
22,883

962,804
1,643,212
(')
173,697
179,094
11,116
417, 6li8
(')
16,163
60,460
368,687
204,042
334,418

•200,000

• 273,531
(')
314,394
116
23,392

See footnotes at end of table.
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TABLE

1.-0perations, assets, and earnings of credit unions in 1949 and 1950, by State-Continued
[Some revisions In 1949 figures on basis of later information]

State and type of
charter

Number of
associations

Number
Year
of
members
Total ReportIng
1
active

------

Illinois..••••••••... 1950
1949

Indiana ............ 1950
1949

Iowa...... _... -- --- 1950
1949

Kansas ••••........ 1950
Kentucky ..••••...
Louisiana ••. ·---·-

Maine.--------··-Maryland.-------Massachusetts _____
Michigan •..•• _____
Minnesota _________
Mississippi_ . ______
Missouri. ..... _____

Montana.--------Nebraska _____ ..• __
Nevada'---------New Hampshire ___
New Jersey ________
New Mexico _______
New York _________
North Carolina ____
North Dakota ..•..
Ohio_______________
Oklahoma .• ·-----Oregon _____________
Pennsylvania ______
Puerto Rico ________
Rhode Island ______
South Carolina ..•.
South Dakota'---Tennessee __________
Texas ____________ ·_
Utah ________ ..• ____
Vermont ... ________
Virginia ____________
Washington ________
West Virginia ______

1949
1950
1949
1950
1949
1950
1949
1950
1949
1950
1949
1950
1949
1950
1949
1950
1949
1950
1949
1950
1949
1950
1949
1950
1949
1950
1949
1950
1949
1950
1949
1950
1949
'19.50
'1949
1950
1949
1950
'1949
1950
1949
1950
1949
1950
'1949
19.50
1949
1950
1949
1950
1949
1950
1949
1950
1949
1950
1949
1950
1949
1950
1949
19.50
1949
19,10
1949
1950
1949

Wisconsin _________ 1950
1949

Wyoming'---·---- 1950
1949

928
888
327
327
212
205
142
134
122
114
182
173
50
45
96
80
552
539
378
322
335
338
37
35
416
393
46
46
98
86
11
13
299
272
39
38
790
788
226
223
91
90
66,3
6,16
82
81
74
72
664
639
56
40
52
48
31
30
36
36
161
150
484
436
82
68
29
30
119
108
189
176
74
67

142
132
123
118
182
168
50
42
96
77
552
537
379
316
335
334
37
35
416
393
45
46
98
84
11
IO
16
13
299
264
39
37
790
767
226
223
91
82
661
613
79
77
74
71
664
627
56
40
52
47
31
29
36
36
161
147
484
423
82
69
29
29
119
105
189
175
74
67

472,055
438,032
1147, 197
136,088
52,896
I 51,378
44,524
38,961
I 36,102
I 31,808
• 64,196
I 56,825
19,285
16,119
48,289
39,071
343,606
324,861
231,875
185,534
104,953
94,716
10,098
8,321
1131, 9f>7
'120,593
9,952
9,800
27, 794
25,142
2,506
1,722
8,262
7,211
142,685
120,459
5,713
5,168
364,824
331,092
50,323
47,852
15,957
14, 783
301,821
267,250
I 32,470
30,344
26,398
23, 231
317,254
287,899
8,333
6,730
IH,344
42,330
10,949
8,067
6,953
6,533
74,547
63,041
179,956
151, 122
22, 758
18,827
4,451
3,402
44,028
'37,227
6t, 021
56,672
19,843
17,917

376,279
360,419
97, 740
187,080
43,010
'40,958
27,928
35,257
• 27,983
• 27,640
'51,881
• 44,312
13,388
10,316
I 27,867
'28,553
1185, 096
I 217,307
172,035
141, 189
70,719
65,576
12. 980
14,293
'88,669
• 82,463
'5,729
5,248
20,578
18,511
1,807
1,468
'5,272
14,445
90,966
77,497
2,846
2,308
223,238
203,889
37, 775
35,110
5,407
4,661
214,945
190,001
• 22,372
20,531
21,001
18,408
218, 25!)
199,301
8,892
8,300
20,573
15,013
10,662
8,115
4,972
4,611
64, 759
• 55,427
159,536
138. 423
16,332
'12, 962
3,295
'3,151
35,993
'31,501
46,107
'40,297
16,632
15,410

540
535
19
17

540
535
19
17

193,630
177,616
3,769
3,681

121,940
112,034
2,389
1,909

10
16

928
882
327
318
205

Number
Amount of loans
of loans
made
during Made during
Outstanding
year
year
end of year

203

I

Paid in
share
capital

Reserves
(guaranty
fund,
general

$107, 341, 119
92,631,537
29, 729, 055
25,476, 174
11,990,912
10,266,701
9,219,267
7,627,366
9,165,118
7,732,201
10,194,492
8,104,923
2,960,938
2,366,687
6,436,793
4,877,490
81,051,409
72,231,355
61,149,443
48,952,218
29,128,372
24,536,748
1,458,193
1,153,166
30,056,996
25,235,184
1,775,053
1,506,685
5,643,286
4,364,752
338,631
235,794
2,793,533
2,509,310
26,320, 775
21,397,249
666,844
487,872
67,658, 719
58,104,198
8,925, 747
8,388,605
4,826,465
4,735,993
60,170,587
48,729, 121
7,513,510
6,002,709
6,119,141
4,671,203
57,388, 6.1.1
47,424,783
447,526
379,625
21,342,094
17,700,648
1,404,920
1,036,203
1,289,820
1,092,264
15,938,068
11,731,435
44,216,347
33,238,096
5,595, .192
4,547,295
322, 795
220, ll4
5,851,951
4,544,477
13, 5.57, 765
10,693,633
3,150,011
2,721,823

$4,337,494 $2,305,960
3,407,044
2,147,738
11,005,554
8 200,000
• 700,648
527,090
324,469
240,391
• 235,336
• 153,243
404,211
181, 722
298,095
161,198
1180, 000
• 262,000
6 200,803
• 247,855
175,000
• 476,884
342,159
224,797
117, 120
20,812
76,178
42,437
212,245
122,943
165,472
127,098
• 1,751,269 11,250,000
1,593,276
1,378,204
2,22.5, 724
996,208
1,595,682
977,640
988,498
584,251
637,055
503,658
67, 753
5,070
47,047
33,203
163, 703
• 50,000
89,391
32,651
77, 731
5,882
53,351
35,923
221, 709
• 6.5, 000
118,411
'78,550
16,180
(')
7,161
10,576
88,437
13,140
69,449
19,733
800,439
132,985
620,418
423,028
36,687
1,277
25,561
14,341
2,369,215
563,044
1,656, .500
1,195,965
I 185,000
265,092
252,839
196,894
111,608
40,294
95,419
29,591
2,328,973
777,166
1,717,874
1,081,599
1 295,896
'80,000
I 127,595
' 180,314
253,295
90,638
173,409
107,428
2,038,073
236,874
1,558,654
1,093,128
16,177
10,000
8,244 ----------487,899
271,245
412, 919
208,685
58,288
6,697
37,632
25,385
48, 733
(•)
34,824
26, 185
626,814
1,18, 960
294,677
165, 190
2,119,578
442,611
1,398, 747 I 1,034,478
168,345
45,581
I 146,602
• 101,966
13,051
351
1 3,703
2, 795
221,813
49,360
362,151
I 206,254
624,360
217,036
440,164
263,885
140,236
21,159
104,766
66,616

42,912,734
35,646,618
543,505
595,800

etc.)

$64, 058, 083
49,139,861
18,646,360
14,201,708
7,827,788
5,804,259
6,849,147
5,323,146
6,778,216
5,213,917
8,149,129
5,901,025
2,043,903
1,336,237
4,542,921
3, 125, 187
49,260,430
40,436,270
42,460,155
31,514, 764
23,233,343
18,197,652
1,153,419
830,081
21,543,658
16,260,016
• 1,344,965
• 995,312
4,034,414
I 2,772,780
310,990
179,985
2,051,183
1,568,442
13,068,213
8,421,213
558, 788
376,490
44,862,069
34,834,582
6,052, 734
5,379,523
2,807, 731
2,684,360
40,428,700
29,832,346
6,255,567
4,313,022
4,961,883
3,594,507
33,336, 2fi0
23,873,863
441,693
314, 786
14,833,985
11,669,089
999,657
672,784
806,825
524, 3:30
11,451,081
7,324,347
35,125,039
23,839,440
4,934,555
3,902,514
225,971
150,061
4,584,382
3,060,847
10, 77:l, 839
7,602,887
2,361,855
1,719,997

$97, 632, 467
84,665,754
26,915,306
22,973,858
10,104,456
8,879,789
8,258,535
6,895,395
8,170,666
6,952,539
8,863,262
7,065,377
2,323,120
1,833,675
5,439,958
4,136,031
64,641,953
56,538,983
51,144,530
39,854,626
21,726,615
18,913,649
1,255,546
943,638
26,375,667
22,499,507
1,600,914
1,386,984
5,116,048
3,992, 781
299,987
204,132
942,686
853,288
22,905,672
19, 131,322
582,338
434,690
59,459,341
50,911,886
7,320, 790
6,702,472
4,520,248
4,475, 792
53,964,647
44,054,811
3,803,411
3,022,173
5,326, 723
4,139,251
50,391, 146
41,354, 725
418,060
324,937
10,760,516
8,203,320
1, 120, 785
922,482
1, 170, 124
13,312, 738
10,294,587
38,447,257
29,250,398
4,807, 747
3,862,464
289,531
193, 915
4,462,518
3,468,834
12,043,240
9,659,290
2,463,806
2,150,698

$7,294,289
5,320,103
2,153,472
1,096,454
499,445
412,368
373,629
218, 122
442,279
614,379
944,630
357,071
248,093
133,561
455,532
317,332
7,903,313
6,647,681
3,790,996
2,428,524
1,915,469
1,449,609
147,530
89,196
1,265,661
1,003,557
130,782
40,840
323,315
195,399
24,915
5,403
219,425
169,416
1,580,225
718,616
50,949
14,892
6,454,352
4,186,301
3.56, 748
284, 749
135,510
83,036
3,182,418
1,602,796
578,255
300,256
297,078
155,271
3,973,112
1,702,304
16,386
11,351
1, 22'1, 930
1,047,305
116,875
44,497
92, 764
34,366
1,287,570
834,427
3,065,489
1,594,736
303,223
183,913
13,415
5,649
468,326
357,407
1,084,377
634,801
316,352
149,844

' 28, 215, 2.58
22, 353, 8,56
676,460
757,254

'29,067,442
21, 745, 139
395,675
384,583

38,396,236
32,124,911
486,066
523,053

3,092,601
2,545,573
50,824
21,675

I In some States the number of credit unions reporting is greater than the
total at the end of the year because the former figure includes associations that
although transacting some business during the year, had ceased operations by
the end of the year,
• 1950 data are for State-chartered credit unions only; information for
Federal credit unions not yet available.
• Revised figures.

Net earnings

reserve,

$97, 844, 864
79,802,480
29, 157, 434
• 23, 775, 176
10,587,857
'7,691,860
9,662,362
8,105,296
I 7,681,558
I 7,571,900
' 13, 711, 117
' 10, 080, 221
3,305,372
2,281,424
I 5,699, 136
'4,640,307
' 66, 952, 198
I 60, 156, 018
56,871,161
43,975,863
27,513,068
15,643,012
1,936,626
1,553,190
I 25,174,338
' 19, 699, 307
'1,974,353
'1,532, 117
6,775,929
• 5, 134, 299
465,593
327,685
'2,049,545
I 1,558,238
23,488,657
17, 0,11, 548
• 837,945
646,386
71,689,907
59,684,550
8,034,676
7,281,224
2,278, 111
2,426,183
67,238,210
53,888,417
I 8,425,198
6,249,459
7,232,100
5,308,012
60,905,915
49,051,756
808,473
665,686
9,775,346
6,824,136
1,991,079
1,334,297
1,256,255
1,006,397
16,297,417
' 11, 395, 261
54, 807, 9.54
41,089,433
5,774,959
I 4, 7,52, 061
345,074
'247,664
8,253,619
I 6,067,414
15,562,443
' 11, 489, 472
3,867,913
3,128,578

I

1,007, 8.50

Divi·
dends
on
shares•

Total assets

1,612,698
1,184,470
23,052
23,186

1,021,341
731,650
(')
12, 164

• Data not yet available.
• Partly estlmsted.
• Federal credit unions only; no State-chartered associations in this State.

·~
• Estimated.

'Does not include loans on real estate, which can be made only from surplru
funds; for such loans, see table 2.

I
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loans 27 .4 percent, and assets 21.5 percent. The
corresponding figures for 1949 were 6.9 percent,
22.9 percent, and 18.0 percent, respectively.

TABLE

Loans made In 1900

State

Statistics of Operation

Trend of Development, 1925-50

Progress of the credit unions chartered under
State laws and of those organized under the Federal

Total-----------------Arizona ________________
California______________
Colorado_______________
Florida_--------------Iowa
___________________
Kansas __ -------------Maine_---------------Massachusetts •••• _____
Minnesota_____________
Mlssissu!f.PL - ---------Mlsso --------------Montana_------------Nebraska ______________
New Hampshire _______
North Dakota _________
Ohio___________________
Oklahoma __ ----------Oregon
____ -----------Rhode Island
__________
Utah ___________________
Vermont _______________
West V!rgln!a__________
Wisconsin-.----------1 Total

I

Loans outstanding, end
of 1900

Secured
by

Total

Illinois retained its position of leadership on all
points except loans made, in which it was surpassed by California. Pertinent 1949 and 1950
data are given in table 1 for the 48 States, .Alaska,
Canal Zone, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and the District of Columbia; in a few instances, 1949 data,
published in a previous study, have been revised
on the basis of new information. 1
Some information on the extent of the realestate loans in 1950 was supplied by 23 States
(table 2). Mortgage loans made in that year
formed 15.4 percent of the total credit-union
business in the 10 States supplying such data. Of
the total loans outstanding at the end of the year
on the books of credit unions in 23 States which
furnished information on the subject, mortgage
loans constituted 28.6 percent.

TABLE

2.-Real-estate loans of State-chartered credit uniona
in 1950

real estate

Total

Secured
by
real estate

$72,228,480 $11, 012, 022 $231, 454, 754

$66, 238, 582

118,910
32,853,474
6,322,633
5,799,970
7,695,267
4,741,713
1,072,579
45,747,725
22,170,761
135,137
20,320,932
197, 71«1
1,916,091
1,743,418
2, 2311,023
23, 1186, 201
2,745,320
3,336,935
14,525,308
3,857,128
132,3112
740,405
29,055,626

6,815
6,942,565
1,353,579
1,011,853
1,304,036

100,317
(•)
8,692,648
8,732,757
10,331,018
6, 9311, 853
1,601,117
(')

5,122
(2)
617,235

25,939,688

3,585,523
17,406

1112, 160

~·>

•)
3,117,484
(')
1,587,519
37,419,300
(I)
4,276,002
9,195,289

r.~

901,138
28, 1112, 315

4<;A,228
(')

~~,892

~~

1155,000
(')
(I)

~~

137,632
5,984,984

i~
------------

237, 6tll

21,090

19,107,flll6
8,753, 1118
28,188
2,211,295
12,013
195,0IIO
1,193,439
351,812

2,739,873
124,499
3811, GOO

9,272, 1162
610,547

4,685
144,898
I 18, 311, 999

loans made In States reporting on both total lOIIIlll made and total

secured by real estate.

•No data.
• Reel estate loans are permitted to be made by credit unions In this State
only from their surplus funds, and such loans are re11arded as "surplus Invest•
ments.'' The figure here given Is not Included In the amount of loans out•
standing at the end of the year, shown here and In table 1.

statute, through 1950, is shown in table 3. As it
indicates, the organizations operating under the
Federal law are fast overtaking the Statechartered associations.

3.-Relative development of State-chartered and Federal-chartered credit unions, 1925-50

Total number of
credit unions

Credit unions
reporting

Amount of loans made

Members

Assets

Year

FedTotal State FederaJ Total State era!

Total

State

------ ------- - - --------1925 _____
419
419
1929_____
974
974
1931__ ___ 1,500 1,500
1932_____ 1,612 1,612
1933_____ 2,016 2,016
1934_____
1935.. ___
1936._ ___
11137_____
1938. ____
111,'JIL ___
1940_____
1941__ ___
1942._ ___
1943_____
1944_____

--------------------·
2,400 -----2,600
906

---------------------

176
176
838
838
1,244 1,244 -----1,472 1,472
1,772 1,772

2,450
2,028
3,506
3,351
5,348 3,490 1,858 4,459
6,219 3,792 2,427 5,424
7,158 4,299 2,859 6,730

108,000
264,908
286,143
301,119
359,646

2,028 -----427,097
427,097
2,589
762
716,274
597,609
854,475
2,734 1,725 1,162,126
3,128 2,296 1,538,177 1,055,736
3,977 2,753 1,868,262 1,236,826

-------------------------------------

----------

Total

State

$20, 100, 000 $20, 100, 000
54,048,000
21,214,500
32,065,000
28,217,500

54,048,000
21,214,500
32,065,000
28,217,500

36,200.000 36,200,000
118,665 39,172,308 36,800,000
307,651 100, 199, 695 84,541,635
482,441 141,399, 790 110, 625, 321
631,436 175,342,541 129, 058, 548

Federal

--------------------------------------------------------

-----------$2,332,308
15,658,060
30,774,469
46,283.993

1,459,377
1,700,390
1,907,694
1,797,084
1,721,240
1,629.706

849,806
1,126,222
1,396,696
1,347,519
1.302,363
1,303,801

226, 491, 867 155. 473, 287 71. 018, 580
305, 930, 051 200. 943, 260 104, 986, 791
362, 291, 005
24g, 999, 771
208, 807, 888
209, 955, 399

227,959,046 134, 331, 959
158, 463, :117 91,536,454
131, 542, 506 77,2611,382
131, 621, 502 78,333,897

1,626,364
1,717,616
1,893.944
2,120,708
2,271.115
10,581 5,591 )4,984 111)569 5,585 4,984 4,609,362 2,482,539

1,216,625
1,302,132
1,445,915
1,628,339
1,819,606
2,126,823

211, 355, 783
291, 194, 360
455, 833, 601
633, 783, 555
781, 6.12, 983
995, 1159, 441

133, 086, 939
176, 432, 535
271, 324, 497
360, 546, 180
432, 720, 696
529, 170, 807

8,077
9,152
10,042
10,099
9,549

4,782
5,267
5,663
5,622
5,285
9,041 4,993

3,295
3,885
4,379
4,477
4,264
4,048

7,849
8.914
9,650
9,470
8,983
8,702

4,677
5,175
5,506
5,400
6,124
4,907

3,172
3,739
4,144
4,070
3,859
3,795

2,309,183
2,826,612
3,304,390
3,144,603
3,023,603
2,933,507

11145.. ___ 8,882 4,923 3,959 8,615 4,858 3,757 2,842,989
11146_____ 8,968 5,003 3,965
8,715 4,954 3,761 3,019,748
1947._ ___ 9,168 5,155 4,013 8,942 5,097 3,845 3,339,859
11148_____ 9,497
5,271 4,058 3,749,047
1949_____ 10,073 ~·~
6,402 4,495 4,090,721
196()_____

1-~

I

108,000
264,908
286,143
301,119
359,646

Federal

-~·~

78,268,844
114,761,825
184, 509, 104
273,237,375
348, 912, 287

466, 788, 634

Total
(1)
(')

State

Federal

----------------------·
----------31,416.072 -----------l')

(')

$33, 645, 343 $33, 645, 343
31,416,072
35,496,668

.

35,496,668

------------·

40,212,112 40,212,112
50,332,589 47,964,068
82,802,080 73,659,146
116, 337, 733 97,087,995
147, 293, 893 117, 672, 3112

$2.368,52!
9,142, 93f
19,249,738

193, 599, 722
253, 149, 629
322. 214,816
340,347, 742
355, 262, 808
397,929,814
434, 627, 135
495,249,012
591, 126, 677
701, 461, 389
827, 088, 969
1, 005, 000, 855

29,621,001

145, 803, 444 47,796,278
180, 649, 090 72,500,539
216, 557, 977 105, 656, 839
221, 114, 849 119, 232, 891
228,314, 723 126, 948, 085

253, 663, 658 144,266,156
281, 524, 015
322, 082, 553
380, 751, 106
443, 049, 653
510, 726, 465
599,165,879

153, 103, 120
173, 166, 459
210,375,571
258,411,736
316. 362, 504
405, 834, 976

•Nodata.

• For the State-chartered associations the statistical data on which the
present report Is based were furnished to the Bnreau of Labor Statistics In
each instance by the State officlal-usually the Superintendent of Banks-

charged with supervialon of credit unions.

All of the Information for the
Federal credit unions was supplied by the Bnreau of Federal Credit Unions,
Federal Seourlty Agency.
U.S. 80VUBBHT l'IIIBTI••

o•nc:a, IHI
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Bureau of Labor Statistics Reports on
Consumers' Cooperatives
lfilletins*
Bulletin No, 858:

Organization and Management of Cooperatives and Mutual Housing Associations. 20 cents

Bulletin No. 890: Operations of Cons'lijll8rs I Cooperatives in 1945. 10 cents.
Bulletin No. 896:

Nonprofit Housing Projects in the United States (description or procedures used in 20 projects). 25 cents.

Bulletin No. 904: Developments in the Consumers' Cooperative Movement in
1946. 15 cents.
Bulletin No. 922:

Operations of Consum.ers• Cooperatives and Credit Unions
in 1946. 15 cents.

Bulletin No. 932: Developments in the Consumers' Cooperative Movement in
1947. 15 cents.
Bulletin No. 942:

Cooperatives in Postwar Europe. 15 cents.

Bulletin No. 948:

Operations of Consumers• Cooperatives in 1947.

Bulletin No. 959: Directory of Consumers' Cooperatives, 1949.

20 cents.

35 cents.

Bulletin No. 964: Developments in the Consumers' Cooperative Movement in
1948. 15 cent.so
Bulletin No. 971: Consumers' CooperatiV.:!S: Oper.'1tions in 1948. 15 cent::.:.
Bulletin No. 1013: Consumers• Cooperatives in 1949~..Qperations and Developments. 25 cents.
Bulletin No. 1024: Organization and Management of Consumers• Cooperatives.
(Revision of Bull. No. 665.) 30 cents.
Bulletin No. 1030: Developments in Consumers• Cooperatives in 19,0. 15 cont:?.
Bulletin Ho. lC731 Devalopmnts in Consur.:era• Cooperatives ::n 1951. 20 cents.
Bulletin No. /oq3: Housing Cooperatives in the United States, 1949 and 1950.
(Jointly with Housing and Home Finance Agency.) (la J 11,)lJJz'
Bulletin No. 1L4';: Connumcrs• Cooperatives: Operations in 1950. 16 pp. 20 cents.

·?rint pamphlets=**
Serial No. R. 1216: Operations of Cooperative Burial Ass,ociations in 1939.
SGrial r;:-o. R. 2062: Cor-y'&rative Housing in t.he United States, M:id-1?50.
Serial No. R. 166o: International Aspects of the Cooperative Movement.
Serial no. R. 20(,Ja Operatir-;ns nf Consumars• Cooperat1i18s in 1950.

Serial No. R. 1969: Operations of Credit Unions in 1948.
Serial No. R. 2004: Operations of Credit Unions in 1949.
Serial No. R. 2066: Operation.s of Credit Unions in 1950. Gier f , a t Inn)
Serial No, R1 2008: Operations or Consumers' Cooperatives in 1249,
* For sale by Superintendent of Documents at prices noted. How to order publications: Address order to S;uperintendent of DocumEn ts, Government Printing O.ffice,
Washington 25, D.c., with rem:Lttance in check or money order; currency is sent at
sender's risk; postage stamps not acceptableo ** Free from Bureau of Labor Statistics
as long as supply lasts.

, , E. MCARTHUR
PRESIDENT

L. E. MINNIS

M • .J. CORY

FIRST VICE PRESIDENT

SIECOND VICE PRESIDENT
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LEAGUE

LINO IS
L.

9 WEST JACKSON BOULEVARD

* CHICAGO 6, ILLINOIS * TELEPHONE

HARRISON

7-2274

JOSEPH S. DERAMUS
MANAGING DIRECTOR

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
• E. F. ARNOLD.
H. C. CRAMER
R. E. DANIELSON
F. W. ERICKSON
M. F.GREGORY

February 19, 1953

Mr. Robert Gene Wrenn
1036 First St.
Charleston, Ill.

Dear Mr. Wrenn:
I have your letter relative to information and material which you can
use in preparing a paper for your master's degree.
We have a number of teacher credit unions in Illinois, but we have
no compiled data just on this group of credit unions. I would suggest
that you address a letter to the Credit Union National Association,
Madison, Wisconsin, attention of C. F. Eikel, Jr. , Public Relations
Department. Perhaps he can give you some uptodate material on
school credit unions.
Under separate cover we are sending you some informative material
on credit unions in general.
Very truly yours,

JLK:m

John

L.

Kelly, Assistcfnt

.M:anaging Director

MEMBER CREDIT UNION NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

CHAIRMAN

GEORGE HARRIS
G. M. McNEIL
H. 0. PERLEE
A.E.STUBE

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

DISTRICT ONE
W. 0. BECKNER• 1953
NORTHERN KAHi: COUNTY TIEACHERS

ELWOOD FEHLMAN • 1953
FIIIEEPOIIT JOURNAL-STANDARD

EARL FOSTER - 1952
NORTH SHORE CODPERATIVIE FEDERAL

H. E. MCARTHUR. 1953
WAUKEGAN POSTAL EMPLOVES

DISTRICT SIX
HARRY C. CRAMER. 19!12
&ou:rH WORKS IEMPLOVES

IRA 0. FASH• 1953
WRISLEY EMPLOYES FEDERAL

PAUL K. KAUFFMAN • 1952
AMIEltlCAN CAN ti A

ELMER A. ZUMM - 1954
ACME STEEL

H. 0. PERLEE - 1954
ROCkP'ORD FEDERATION OF LABOR

R. F. SCHMITZ• 1952
AUROIIA BURLINGTON

DISTRICT SEVEN
FRED ERICKSON - 1953

DISTRICT TWO
R. E. DANIELSON - 1954
MIETIIOPOLITAN ''L'' F'EDIEIIAL

J. F. HERMAN• 1953
NYCO CREDIT UNION

VIOLA NOWICKI - 1954
SMOLER EMPLOYIES

WALTER STRICKLAND • 1954
CONOCO CHICAGO DIVISION

STATE FARM INSUIIANCIE CO.
EMPLOYES f'EDEltAL

CHARLES E. HOUGH • 11152
CEIIELOSE

RAY MARHEM - 1952
GAS a ELECTRIC
JOHN A. PLUMER - 1954
GALESBURG BURLINGTON

ARCH L. TOWNER .:. 19!12
MISSISSIPPI VALLEY CHAPTER

D IS T R I CT T H R EE
GEORGE HARRIS • 1953
JANE ADDAMS

ADOLPH KUHN - 1954
TRACTOR WORKS

DISTRICT EIGHT
E. F. ARNOLD• 1953
DECATUR WABASH

CLAUDE V. COX - 1954
THIE STALEY

DI.STRICT FOUR
IDA AMMON• 1953
CHICAGO NlaLIC LIBRARY

G. M. MCNEIL• 1952
LAKESIDE

L. E. MINNIS• 1954
UNION TEACHERS

T. P. PURCELL• 1952

ARVID F. NELSON - 1952
NORTHWESTERN PUIIL.18HING CO.
IEMPLOYES

GLEN A. PICKENS• 1954
UNIVERSITY OP' ILLINOIS EMPLOYES

WALTER RODUTSKEY -1952
Sl'IIINGFIIELD SACRED HEAlff

WILBERT A. STORMER• 1952
QUINCY TRADES a LAIIOR

PARK EMPLOYU

GEORGE A. ROBINSON - 1953
BURLINGTON CHICAGO TERMINAL

DISTRICT NINE
GEORGE BURNETT• 1954

DISTRICT FIVE
WALTER A. CHRISTIE - 1952
AIIIIOW

M, J, CONWAY• 1953
LIIIIIY EMPLOYES

A, E. STUBE • 1954
WILSON CHICAGO PLANT EMPLOYES

Wl!STERN CAlfflllDGE EMl'LOYD

M. J. CORY• 1953
ILLINOIS CENTRAL E. ST. LOUIS

M. F. GREGORY - 1954
AIIIIOW

s.

LEONARD INGRAM - 19153
ARMOUR EMPLOYIES
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February 20, 1953

Mr . Robert Gene Wrenn
1036 First Street
Charleston, Illinois
Dear Mr. Wrenn:
Enclosed is a copy or our new High School Study Unit, aWba.t Are
Credit Unions and How Can We Use Them, n as per your request received
from the Illinois Credit Union League .
You will notice throughout this unit space is allowed for local
credit union examples and information about credit union activities
in your state . I am sure that

Mr. J . S. DeRamus , Managing Director
Illinois Credit Union League
309 West Jackson Boulevard
Chicago 6, Illinois
would be very happy to provide information about Illinois credit
unions in your area and to cooperate with you in teaching projects
on credit unions .
On pages 29 and 30 of this unit are listed 26 classroom activities
for use in various courses and at various grade levels .

If we can be of any further service please

be

sure to write us .

. Sinoerely yours ,

PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT

MJM:mk

oeiu-39
Enclosure
cc: Illinois Credit Union League

~IIINUD IN U ••• A.
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FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY
SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION

REAU OF
DERAL CREDIT UNIONS

'

fice of Regional Representative
W. Washington St., Room 200
icago 2, Illinois
March 23, 1953

Mr. Robert Gene Vlrenn

1036 First Street
Charleston, Illinois
Dear Mr. Wrenn:

Your letter of March 101 1953, to the Bureau of Federal Credit
Unions, Washington 25, D. c., has been referred to this office for reply, and we are pleased to enclose informational material concerning
the organization and operation of Federal credit unions.
As you will notice in the enclosed Report of Operations for the
Year 1951, the statistical tables headed "Credit Unions Grouped by Type
of Membershiptt will give you some information on the development of Federal
credit unions in educational institutions in the United States. Inasnmch
as there are very few Federal credit unions serving teacher groups in the
State of Illinois, we are unable to be very helpful along that line. However, you may be able to obtain the desired information in connection with
state credit unions. These are under the supervision of the Auditor of
Public Accounts, State of Illinois, who ha.a offices at 188 West Randolph
Street, Chicago 1, Illinois, and at Springfield, Illinois.
There are two associations of credit unions in this State that you
may wish to contact: the Illino:is Credit Union League, 309 West Jackson
Boulevard, Chicago 6, Illinois, and the Credit Union Forum, 53 West Jackson
Boulevard, Chicago 4, Illinois. Someat' the enclosed brochures were obtainEdfor you from Mr. Josephs. DeRanus, Managing Director of the League.
We hope that the enclosures and above references will be helpful to
you in your research work. If there is any other way we can assist, please
1'1l'ite or come in to see us.
Sincerely yours.

/Jack Dublin
/Regional Representative

Enclosures ( ?)
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MADISON 1, WISCONSIN

Febru.17 25, 1953

Mr. Robert Gene Wrenn
1036 First Street
Charleston, Illinois
Dear Mr. Wrenn:
Thank 7ou Te17 much for 7our letter of Febru&r7 18 requesting information
on Credit Unions, particul.arl7 Teacher Credit Unions, to assist in preparation or your Masters Thesis at Eastern Illinois State College. I am
enclosing copies or :material which I believe vi1l be helpful to 7ou in
this project.
We are represented in Illinois bf Mr. J. S. DeRums, MallB.ging Director or
the Illinois Credit Union League, 309 W. Jackson Bl.Yd. Chicago 6, Illinois.
I am sending Mr. DeRamus a cow or this letter so he vil1 be avare or
your interest. Since you are particularly interested in Teacher Credit
Unions in Illinois, I wggeat 7ou contact Mr. DeRamus and obtain additional
information fro• him, regarding that phase of 7our report.
I am enclosing a list, made up from our !ilea, showing the total number of
Credit Unions in each state, and the n11B1.ber of teacher credit unions in
each state. Norull.7, I would be able to send 7ou a cow of a much more
detailed report regarding the number of Credit Unions in operation, produced
by- the Bureau of Labor Statistics annually, but this 7ear their report has
been long delay-ed, and is not 7et available. I understand it should be
available Tery soon, and I suggest -you might want to write the Bureau or
Labor Statistics, Washington ~5, D. C., requesting a copy- from them.
The National F.ducation Association in Washington, D. c., has conducted a
n1111ber or aurve7s, and irepared a considerable quanti t7 ot :material in
regard to Teacher Credit Unions. One or the enclosed i:aaphlets ia published
by- tho, and contains reference to other paapblets that 7ou.m.7 find help:f'ul
which may be obtained froa that source.
You aight also be interested in the fact that the Detroit Teachers Credit
Union or Detroit, Michigan is quite likely- the largest Credit Union in the
United States, and bas, I beli~ve, some tl),000,000 of assets. I am sure
the Treasurer, Mr. J.C. Hovell, 17)5 CalTert Avenue, Detroit 6, Michigan,
would be glad to send 7ou a cop;y of their statement, and provide any other
information 7ou llight want. Another Teacher Credit Union with which I have
had personal contact, and which might be very- helpful to you in illustratiJJg
~IIINTKD IN

u •••

A·

~ 11
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Mr. Robert Gene Wrenn

February 25, 1953

- Rl.ge Tvo -

the range of service available to members of some Teacher Credit Ynions,
is the Spokane Teachers Credit Union, of Spokane, Washington. The Treasurer
of this group is Mr. E. E. Me Elvain, Lewis and Clarke High School, Spokane,
Washington. You might also be interested to know that within the past two
years, a Credit Union has been established in several locations in Vermont,
through'the cooperation with the Vermont Education Association, so that all
teachers in that state are now eligible to Credit Union service.
We are very much interested in receiving a copy of your paper when you have
finished it, and if it is not too difficult or too prohibitive in cost, I
am quite sure Mr. DeRamus would appreciate receiving a copy also.
If we can be of an1 further help, please feel free to call on us.
Sir;cere~rs,

W. B. Tenney r
Assistant Director
Organization and Education
WBT:7n

cc: Illinois Credit Union League
oeiu-.39
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March 30, 1953

Mr. R. G. Wrenn

1036 First Street
Charleston, Illinois
Dear Mr. Wrenn:

Thank you tor ;your letter of March 10 ffillovi.ng ;your receipt of
our letter or Februar7 2S.

We are enclosing the brochures on CUNA Supply Coo~rative and
CUNA tihtual Insurance Society as you requested. in your letter,
and I ho~ the;y will be helpful to ;you.
I will be most happy to receive a cow of your i-.per when it is
finished.
Veey best wishes.
Sincerely 7ours,

w. B. Tenne7
Assistant Dire~or
Organization and Fducation
WBTayn

oeiu-39
Enclosures
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SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION

lk,REAU OP'
f'EDERAL CREDIT UNIONS

fice o! Regional Representative
W. Waahingtm

st.,

Room 200

ca.go 2, Illinois

.lprll 20, 1953

Ir. Robert G. Wrenn
1036 First Street
Charlestm, Illinois

Dear 1lr • Wrenn:

We regret that we cannot furnish you with a list ot Federal
credit unions in the State of Illinois, as requested. 1n your letter
o! April 13, 1953.
No such list is published by the Bureau of Federal Credit
Unions. In the central office ot the Bureau at Washington D. c•.,
there is a card file which gives the name and address of all Federal
credit unions in the Federal Credit Union SY'9tem. Thie tile is
available to the general pablic, and may be seen upon application
to Mr. c. R. Orchard., Director of the Bureau of Federal Credit Unions.,
Washington 25., D. C.

Sincereq yours,

(

J,-cl< 1Jllt)].1Jl

'-...__Jlegional Representative
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STATE OF ILLINOIS

ORVILLE E. HODGE
AUDrl'OR

..............,1
..................
February 17, 1953.

Mr. Robert Gene Wrenn,

1036 First Street,

Charleston, Illinois.
Dear Sir:
Your letter of February 13, 1953, directed to Honorable
Charles F. Carpentier, Secretary of State, Springfield,
Illinois, has been referred to this office for attention
and reply.
In keeping with your request we are enclosing a copy of the
law of this state concerning credit unions, Auditor's F.dition,
1951, which is the only printed material available from this
office.
Should you desire further info:nnation you may direct an
inquiry to my Chicago Office, at 188 West Randolph Street,
Chicago, 1, Illinois, which has jurisdiction over credit
unions.
Very truly yours,

Auditor

GCH:mvh
Encl.

or

If

Public AccountrJ -
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February 19, 1953

Mr. Robert Gene Wrenn
1036 First Stre,t
Charleston, Illinois
Dear Sir:
Replying to your request of February 13th, addressed to
Springfield, Illinois, we are sending to you today, under
separate cover, the following:
1) Statement Book of Total Resources and Liabilities of
Illinois State Banks, on pages 44 to 54,inclusive,of
which you will find a. list of Illinois State Credit
Unions as of June 30, 1952.
2) A copy of the •Law of the State of Illinois conce
Credit Unions".
3)

Copy ot our Annual Report of Illinois Credit Unions
canpiled as of December 31, 1951.

If you have &nJr other questions, do not hesitate to write
us.
Very truly yo~,

~ Auditor of Public Accounts.
~igned by A. A. Mueller
mdef Examiner
MJM:MRS
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AUDITOR

Karch 12, 19SJ

llr. Robert Gene lfrenn
10.36 First Street

Charleston, Illinoie
Dear llr. Wrenn t

In accordance w1 t.b 7our request ot Karch lOt.h, you
will tind enclosed t.be following toraa1
1) Application tor permission to organize a Credit

Union.

2) Statement ot Incorporation.
3) Bylaws.

4) Certificate ot Approval.
S} Law ot the State ot llllnois concerning Credit
Unions.

,.
--Ltulitor
Signed b7 A. A. Mueller
Cbiet Exam1ner
)(JMl!lt

Enclosures-

of P&blic Account&,;

(/

